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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Formal details: My name is Jeremy Barrell and I am the Managing Director of

j

Barrell Treecare Ltd, an arboricultural consultancy practice based at Bridge House,
Pullman Way Business Park, Ringwood, Rants, BH24 lEX. I have over 20 years
experience in tree contracting but have spent the last 10 years solely as an
arboricultural consultant providing advice on a range of tree problems. A summary of
my qualifications and experience is included as Appendix 1.

1.2

Instruction: I am instructed by Lyons Davidson Solicitors who are acting on behalf
of the Claimant, Mr G Poll, to review the tree issues relating to his accident on 11 July
2001, which involved a fallen tree and his motorcycle on the road outside Clavey's
Farm, Mells, Somerset.

1.3

Documents I have seen: I have seen the following documents:!.

Report of Dr DP O'Callaghan dated 30 January 2003, including its appendices
(only photos 1-3 in appendix 3.1 and photos 1-2 in appendix 3.3)

2.

Witness Statement ofMr CRowe dated 18 January 2003

3.

Weymouth District Land Registry letter dated 24 August 2001 with an attached
1:2500 plan, Title No ST171650

1.4

Synopsis of case: On 11 July 2001, Mr G Poll, the Claimant, was riding a motorcycle
along the road from Leigh-on-Mendip to Mells Green, when he sustained serious
injuries after hitting a tree that had fallen into the road. The tree fell from land on the
Mells Estate (Defendant) about 0.7km southwest of Clavey's Farm. I was instructed
to prepare a report on the tree issues on behalf of the Claimant. I attended the site on
26 March 2004 and 15 July 2005.

1.5

Disclosure of interests and Expert Witness Statement: I have no connections with
any of the parties, witnesses or advisors that might be thought to influence the
opinions expressed in this report. I have dealt with Dr O'Callaghan before, and know
him on a personal and professional basis. However, I do not believe my past contact
with him will in any way prejudice my opinions in this case. As a Member of the
Expert Witness Institute, I observe their Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses and
include a signed declaration to this effect in Appendix 2.
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SITE VISITS, OBSERVATIONS AND RELEVANT REFERENCES

2.1

Site visits: I first visited the site on 26 March 2004 to inspect the subject tree. The
weather at the time of inspection was heavily overcast, with very poor visibility. I
took photographs during this visit but they are of poor quality because of the weather.
I carried out a second visit on 15 July 2005 to view the locality around the subject tree
and take further photographs to illustrate various points in this report. The weather at
the time of this inspection was bright, still and dry, with good visibility. During both
visits, all my observations were from ground level without detailed investigations and
I estimated all dimensions unless otherwise indicated.

2.2

Location of subject tree and other relevant features: From my first site visit, it was
obvious that the precise locations of the subject tree and other relevant features nearby
were difficult to identify from the provided plans because of the rural nature of the
area. Consequently, during my second site visit, I used the Land Registry plan to more
accurately locate them by pacing up and down the road from the subject tree and
recording the distances. Whilst not as precise as using a tape, I believe this was
sufficiently accurate for the purposes of identifying the relevant features I refer to in
this report. In this simple survey, I noted field entrances and trees that I considered
relevant to my evidence. Some trees have been identified on site by an aluminium
numbered tag stapled to their trunks; I have referred to them by this number where
appropriate. I have marked the approximate locations of these features with their
distances from the subject tree in brackets on an extract of the Land Registry plan
included as Appendix 3. I have set out the description of the trees I noted in 2.3
below. Photos I and 2 show the setting of the subject tree from the road and adjacent
field.

Photo 1 (15/07/05): The subject tree from the
road looking towards the northeast

Photo 2 (26103/04): The subject tree from the
field entrance looking towards the northeast
showing the unobstructed access to the tree
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2.3

Description of relevant trees: During my visits, I inspected the subject tree and other
trees that I considered relevant to my evidence.

Their approximate locations are

shown on the plan in Appendix 3 and I set out their relevant details below:-

•

Subject tree: I agree with the description of the tree set out in the OCA report
(see 3.2, bullet point 1 below) but add that one of the stems was dead at the time
of both my visits, indicated by the yellow arrow in photographs 3 and 4.

Photo 3 (26/03/04): The subject tree from the
road in winter showing the dead stem with the
yellow arrow

Photo 4 (15/07/05): The subject tree from the
road in summer showing the dead stem with the
yellow arrow

Photo 5 (26103/04): View of the failed union
from the road in winter

Photo 6 (26/03/04): View of the failed union
from the along the ditch
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•

Ash (tag 16): This a maturing ash about 79m northeast of the subject tree. It is in
good health and has multiple stems that can be seen from the roadside (photo 7).
From close up, it has three stems and all have included bark defects at their bases
(yellow arrows in photo 8).

Photo 7 (15/07/05): Tree 16 viewed from the
roadside showing multiple stems

•

Photo 8 (15/07/05): Stems of tree 16 showing
two unions with included bark

Holly (tag 19): This a malure holly about 128m southwest of the subject tree. It
has multiple stems that can be seen from the roadside (photos 9 and I 0) and is in
declining health, which can be seen from the very thin foliage on the severely
unbalanced stem over the road. A closer inspection of the base revealed a vertical
crack between the largest stem unbalanced over the road and the main stump
(photos 11 and 12), which was large enough to push my hand into. The wood
inside this crack was soft and obviously in an advanced state of decay.
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Photo 9 (15/07/05): Tree I 9 viewed from the
road looking towards the southwest showing the
multiple stems and the ivy covered declining stem
leaning out over the road

Photo 10 (15/07/05): Tree 19 viewed from the
road looking towards the northeast showing the
same features from the other direction

Photo 11 (15/07/05): Tree 19 showing the depth
of the split between the severely leaning stem
over the road and the main stump and the internal
decay

Photo 12 (15/07/05): Tree 19 showing the
same split widening to where it completely
separates from the trunk

Sycamore (tag 21): This a maturing sycamore about 189m northeast of the
subject tree. It is in good health and has multiple stems that can be seen from the
Page 6/38
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roadsid.e (photos 13 and 14). From close up, it has three stems and all have
included bark defects at their bases (yellow arrows in photos 15 and 16).

•

Photo 13 (15/07/05): Tree 21 viewed from the
road looking towards the northeast

Photo 14 (15/07/05): Tree 21 viewed from the
road showing the multiple stems

Photo 15 (15/07/05): Tree 21 showing the
multiple stems viewed from the ditch

Photo 16 (15/07/05): Tree 21 showing the
multiple stems viewed from the ditch

Elms (group 1): These dead elms are about 72m northeast of the subject tree on
the other side of the road (photos 17 and 18). They are about 8m in height and 3m
from the road edge. They were dead during both my visits.

Pa e 7138
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Photo 17 (26103/04): Dead elms in group I

•

Photo 18 (15/07/05): Dead elms in group I

Elms (groups 2, 3 and 4): I noted other groups of dead elms during my first visit
but did not take photographs because of the poor light. I took photographs during
my second visit and describe them as follows.

Group 2 are about 46-57m

southwest of the subject tree on the other side of the road (photo 19). They are
about 8m in height and 3m from the road edge. Group 3 are about 94m southwest
of the subject tree on the other side of the road (photo 20). They are about 1Om in
height and 3m from the road edge. Group 4 are about 108m southwest of the
subject tree on the other side of the road (photo 21 ). They are about 1Om in height
and 3m from the road edge.

I

Photo 19 (15/07/05): Dead elms in group 2

Photo 20 (15/07/05): Dead elms in group 3
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Photo 21 (15/07/05): Dead elms in group 4

2.4

Relevant references: In my analysis of the issues in section 3, I refer to the following
technical references:-

•

One of the most authoritative and current publications relating the law
surrounding hazard trees is The Law of Trees, Forests and Hedgerows by Charles
Mynors.

I enclose sections 5.5 The nature and location of the tree and 5.7

Inspection and risk assessment that list and analyses relevant case law in
Appendix4.
•

Current good practice for inspecting trees for ill-health is set out in Diagnosis of

ill-health in trees by RG Strouts and TG Winter (Pages 8-9 in Appendix 5).
•

Current good practice for inspecting trees for structural defects is set out in The

body language of trees by Claus Mattheck and Helge Breloer (Pages 118-119 in
Appendix 6).
•

Current good practice for identifying and managing tree hazards is set out in

Principles of Tree Hazard Assessment and Management by David Lonsdale
(Pages 145-149 in Appendix 7).
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MY OPINION

3.1

Summary of my opinion: I have carefully considered all the information I have seen

and looked in detail at the subject tree and its surroundings. I have interpreted what I
have seen in the context of my experience and summarise my analysis as follows. The
base of the subject tree had been cut in the past, which resulted in multiple stems from
the original stump. One of these stems had a severe included bark defect, which, in
conjunction with a fungal infection, became so weak that it was not able to support the
stem in strong winds. The large size of the stem and the severity of the defect made
this a high hazard tree. The closeness of the adjacent road, with regular and fast
moving traffic, made this a high risk situation. This stem subsequently failed and feU
across the road, causing the accident. The included bark defect would certainly have
been visible and the fungal infection is likely to have been detected in a detailed
inspection. The defect and fungal infection would not have been directly visible from
a roadside inspection because of heavy undergrowth. However, one very common
characteristic of trees with included bark defects between stems is that they have
multiple stems rather than one single stem. Multiple stems are normally visible from a
distant visual inspection and should trigger a more detailed inspection, which would
then identify any defects. The subject tree was inspected from the roadside during a
drive by inspection by a forestry contractor. The multiple stems of this tree, which
were easily visible from the roadside, did not trigger a more detailed inspection. If
they had done, a closer inspection would have identified the defect and the decay,
prompting remedial action that would have reduced the high risk to an acceptable
level. It would be common knowledge to any trained and experienced tree inspector
that trees with multiple stems in hedgerows with a history of cutting are more prone to
having included bark defects than single stemmed trees. These can be easily seen
from a distance and should then be more closely inspected. Being aware of the.issues
relating to multiple stems is good practice for anyone carrying out tree hazard
inspections and an essential element of any competent inspection regime.

The .

multiple stems of the subject tree and its location in a hedgerow means it would have
been obvious and predictable that it was defective, and so the failure was reasonably
foreseeable. Both the landowner and the highway authority have a duty of care to
identify hazard trees and take reasonable actions to reduce risks to acceptable levels.
Both the landowner and the highway authority failed to do this for this tree. I set out
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the detailed reasoning behind these conclusions in the following subsections, which

)

are organised around the points made in the OCA report that I disagree with.

)
)

3.2

Areas of agreement with the OCA report: This case is unusual in that I have had
the benefit of seeing the report prepared by the Defendant's expert, Dr O'Callaghan
from OCA Ltd, before writing my own. In this context, I am able to agree with a
number of points in the OCA report and see no benefit in exploring them in any detail
in my report. However, for completeness, I set those points out as follows:-

I. I agree with the description of the tree set out in 3.2.4, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6.
2. I accept as presented the findings on fungal infection in 3.2. 7 and weather
conditions in 3.2.8 and 3.2.9.
3. I agree with the discussions set out in 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 relating to included bark
defects.
4. I agree with the discussions set out in 4.8 and 4.9 relating to the nature of the fungal
infection.
5. I agree with the discussions set out in 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 relating to the weather
conditions and reasons for failure.
6. I agree with the discussions set out in 4.17 that conclude "it is unlikely that any
symptoms would have been evident in the stem before it failed." specifically
referring to crown symptoms.
7. I agree with the analysis of the responsibility of Highway Authorities to tree
inspections set out in 4.22.
8. I agree with conclusions in 5.1, 5.2, 5.4 and 5.6

This leaves a number of areas where I do not agree, which I deal with in more detail in
the following subsection.

3.3

Areas of disagreement with the OCA report

3.3.01 OCA 4.7 - identification of the included bark union from a routine visual
inspection: Whilst I agree that the defect would not have been visible from a roadside
visual inspection, the multiple stemmed structure of the tree would have been. Indeed,
photo I in OCA Appendix 3.2 and my photos 1 and 2 clearly show this; the multiple
stems are easily visible, both when the tree has leaves and when it has none. It wonld
Pagell/38
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be obvious to any competent inspector, and especially to one who was familiar with
)

the estate, that this was a hedgerow tree and many of the field hedgerows had been cut
in the past. This knowledge would alert the inspector that trees with multiple sterns
are likely to originate from single stumps, which are well known for being prone to
included bark unions.

More specifically, my inspection showed three obvious

examples of other multiple stemmed trees in the same hedgerow that have a similar
form to the subject tree. Tree 16 (photos 7 and 8) about 79m from the subject tree is
an ash with three stems that can be clearly seen from the roadside. All the stems have
potentially weak unions with included bark. Tree 19 (photos 9, 10, 11 and 12) about
128m from the subject tree is a holly with many stems. One heavy stem is clearly
dying from the thin foliage and is severely leaning out over the road. This has an
opening split between the stem and the trunk at the base with advanced internal decay.
Tree 21 (photos 13, 14, 15 and 16) about 189m from the subject tree is a sycamore
with many, closely packed stems originating from one stump.

Again, this has

potentially weak included bark stem unions at its base. All these multiple stemmed
trees are large and have defects, so they are potentially a high hazard. Their multiple
stemmed form is an obvious indication that there may be included bark defects, which
should immediately trigger a more detailed inspection. Multiple stems are a common
tell-tale sign that there may be a defect and should be one of the first features that a
competent inspector looks for. Photographs 3 and 4 show the multiple stems of the
subject tree would have been easily visible from a routine visual inspection.

A

competent inspector would have recognised this sign and initiated a more detailed
inspection. Indeed, this point is confirmed in OCA 4.15, "However, I am of the
opinion that a multi-stemmed Ash resulting from a previously cut stool is likely to
have an included union(s) and this type of tree adjacent to the highway would
normally be singled out for detailed investigation by an experienced inspector.". Such
an inspection would not have been difficult because of the easy and unobstructed
access through the nearby field entrance to the open field leading up to the base of the
tree (photo 2).

3.3.02 OCA 4.10 - identification of the fungal bracket: It is standard practice when
carrying out a detailed tree inspection to carefully look at the base of the tree because
this is where fungal brackets and defects are most often found. It is well documented
in the most relevant references on tree inspection that defects can be covered by
vegetation (Appendices 5, 6 and 7) and any competent inspector would be aware of
Page 12/38
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this. In this instance, although it was difficult to see the base of the tree from the road,
it was possible to get up to the trunk through the vegetation on the roadside or from
the easy and open access on the field side (photo 2). Negotiating such obstacles would
be standard practice for any tree inspector and not out of the ordinary. Once at the
base of the tree, it is relatively easy to pull away vegetation; doing so is essential for
the detailed inspection of the trunk required to assess the extent of any included bark
defects. For these reasons, I do not believe that the presence of the fungal bracket at
the base of the tree would have been missed by an experienced inspector.

3.3.03 OCA 4.14 - effects of regular strong winds: Whilst I agree with the conclusion of
this paragraph in the last sentence, I do not accept the reasoning that the regular strong
winds resulted in the subject tree being less likely to fail in such conditions. I believe
the defect in the tree was so severe, it would become increasingly liable to failure as it
increased in height, irrespective of the nature of the wind it was used to. I accept that
wind induced adaptation is likely to happen in a tree without decay and defects, but the
subject tree was far from normal and the reasoning cannot be reasonably applied in the
same way.

3.3.04 OCA 4.15- external sigus of the included bark union: As I set out in 3.3.01 above,
I believe there are two external signs of the included bark union that could have
alerted a competent inspector to the fact that the tree could fail. The most obvious is
the actual union, which, from my photos 5 and 6, it is clear that it would have been
visible from a close up inspection of the base of the tree. Equally as important, in the
context of the historic hedge treatment, would be the multiple stems from a more
distant inspection (photos 1-4). My opinion is that a competent inspection would have
identified the multiple stemmed form and that would have triggered a more detailed
inspection, which · would have detected the included bark defect.

Furthermore, I

believe a competent inspection would have detected the weak union, irrespective of
whether it was done in winter or summer.

3.3.05 OCA 4.16 - fungal infection: As I set out in 3.3.02 above, I believe a competent
inspection would have detected the fungal bracket.

3.3.06 OCA 4.18 - included bark defect:

As I set out in 3.3.01 above, I believe a

competent routine inspection would have detected the included bark defect.
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3.3.07 OCA 4.21 -inspection regime by the landowner: I believe this estate is similar to
those of other large landowners that have the responsibility for managing tree hazard.
Limited resources are a common problem and it is often not realistically feasible to
inspect every single tree in detail every year. In such circumstances, a responsible and
reasonable management approach is to analyse the extent of inspections required and
prioritise the allocation of the available resources. Typically, the areas of highest risk,
i.e. areas where large trees are near people and property (targets) such as busy road or
buildings, should be given the highest priority for resources. Areas more distant from
targets, such as woodlands with limited access, would be given a lower priority. In my
experience, this simplistic but effective management strategy is regularly applied to
this type of situation by responsible councils and estate managers. On this estate, Mr
Rowe was already employed to inspect the trees, albeit in a rather random and
unorganised manner from the evidence I have seen. I believe it would take very little
extra effort or resources to focus those inspections on the areas of highest risk and
organise them in a systematic way. In his Statement, Mr Rowe advises he is on the
estate three or four days a week and he surveys the trees on a regular basis by driving
by. My experience is that it is possible to easily visually inspect from the roadside an
average of lkm of hedgerow per hour by walking. It would have taken about one hour
to walk the lkm along the road from Clavey's Farm to the end of the field where the
subject tree was located. In the context of the amount of time that Mr Rowe was
employed on the estate, I do not believe it would require a significant increase in the
allocation of resources to carry out a proper visual inspection of the roadside trees
where the accident happened.
3.3.08 OCA 4.23 - inspection regime by the highway authority:
)

The admission by

Somerset County Council that they do not regularly or systematically inspect highway
trees is contrary to the government guidance set out in DoE Circular ROADS
N052175 and is a cause for concern. I believe it is too simplistic to state that the

length of roads and volume of trees beside them would make detailed inspections on a
,,

regular basis almost impossible. As I set out in 3.3.07 above, if there are resource

'

limitations, then a strategy or prioritisation allows the highest risk situations to be dealt
with most urgently. The first practical step in such a strategy would be to drive along
all the roads and identify the areas of high risk from visual indicators. This would

)

then focus the more resource hungry detailed inspections to where they will be most

)
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effective. This is a common solution to a common problem. I believe it is misleading
to imply that it is such a big task that it cannot be done.
\

'
3.3.09 OCA 4.24 - Suitability to carry out tree hazard inspections: . I believe it is
misleading to state the majority of tree inspections for landowners in Britain are
undertaken by tree work contractors.
consultants carry out the majority.

If anything, my experience is that tree

Mr Rowe is a forestry contractor, which is

completely different from a tree work contractor or consultant. Unless he had specific
training to identify the structural defects that make trees hazardous, then he would not
be able to identify the tell-tale multiple stem indicator of a potential defect. My
opinion is that a forestry contractor that has not been trained to identify these defects
and is not aware of their significance is not competent to carry out tree hazard
inspections.
3.3.10 OCA 5.3- Detection of the weak union: My opinion is that the potential for a weak
union could have been detected by observing the multiple stems from a distance.
3.3.11 OCA 5.5- Wind adaptation: My opinion is that the defect was so severe that it had
not become optimised to withstand the wind. The defect and the decay made it
inevitable that the stem would fail irrespective of the nature of previous winds.

3.3.12 OCA 5.7- Detection of the weak union: My opinion is that the potential for a weak
union could have been detected by observing the multiple stems from a distance so it
is likely that the defect could have been recorded from a roadside inspection.

3.3.13 OCA 5.8 - Foreseeability:

My opinion is that multiple stems are a know pre-

requisite for included bark unions and the potential for hazard can be detected without
a full and detailed structural assessment of the tree. The failure of the subject tree was
foreseeable because it was large, it was close to the road and there was a visual
indicator of a potential defect. Visual roadside inspections are not difficult to plan or
implement, even if there are large number of trees and resources are limited. It is good
practice and quite reasonable to expect councils and landowners to have strategies in
place for managing tree hazard inspections.
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3.3.14 OCA 5.9- Symptoms of hazard: My opinion is that multiple stems are an obvious
and well known indicator of structural defects. Observing this characteristic in a
hedgerow tree would warrant closer examination.

3.4

Other relevant issues not fully dealt with in the above analysis

3.4.1

Competence of Mr Rowe to carry out tree hazard inspections: A tree hazard is
any tree part that could cause harm and the risk is the likelihood of that harm
occurring. The magnitude of the hazard is directly related to the size of the tree part
that may fail. The level of risk is directly related to the size of the hazard and the
number of targets it could harm. In most instances, tree failure is predictable through
the two primary visual indicators of poor health or structural defects, which can be
identified through competent inspection. Tree hazard inspection is a complex matter
that can only be undertaken competently by a person who has been properly trained
for the task and has experience in tree management. In this case, Mr Rowe carried out
the tree hazard inspection for the subject tree and has made a statement that covers his
credentials; he has 15 years experience in forestry work but no formal qualifications.
In four places (paragraphs 9, 12, 14 and 16), he specifically refers to the health of trees
but no mention anywhere is made to structural defects. Indeed, in paragraph 16 he
states "Certainly this tree would not have caused me concern as it still appears to be a
healthy tree.". All these comments suggest that Mr Rowe was looking for tree health
as the indicator for high risk, with no emphasis on structural defects if the tree is
healthy. Furthermore, as set out in 4.24 of the OCA report, he is a forestry contractor
and not an arboricultural contractor and as such, could not be expected to have the
experience or training to notice anything other than a hedgerow tree in the absence of
crown symptoms. From the evidence and analysis I have seen, I do not believe that
Mr Rowe was sufficiently competent to carry out the tree hazard inspections he was

asked to do.

3.4.2 Adequacy of the inspection method for the subject tree: In Mr Rowe's statement,
he refers to the inspection method as follows, "We survey the property on a regular
basis. To do this I normally drive by and look at the condition of the trees. I have an
authority that if any tree is in a dying or diseased or dangerous condition then it should
be felled immediately.". From this, I understand that Mr Rowe looks at the trees
whilst he is driving alone. My opinion is this is not a reliable or effective way of
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MY OPINION

inspecting roadside trees because it is difficult to properly concentrate on multiple
complex tasks, namely driving safely, visually inspecting the trees and recording the
)

findings. Drive by surveys would be an acceptable preliminary approach if there was
a driver and an inspector working together. Furthermore, if this is the method still
used and dying or diseased trees are felled immediately, photographs 3 and 4 prove
this is not actually the case. In these photographs, there is clearly a dead stem from
the subject tree visible in both visits from the road. It is dead and has been there for at
least a year so it has not been removed immediately. I noted other dead trees along he
same hedgerow during my most recent visit, which adds further weight that these trees
are not being removed immediately.

3.4.3 Observations of the highway authority's roadside tree inspection regime:
Mynors' set out an analysis of the law regarding duty of care relating to highway
authorities and the issues around reasonable inspection (Appendix 4 ). In this location,
on both of my visits I noted many dead elms along the roadside within a 400m stretch
of highway adjacent to the subject tree but on the opposite side of the road.
Photographs 17 and 18 show the same trees all dead at the time of my first visit and
still there now over a year later. Photographs 19, 20 and 21 show other, similar trees
that have been dead for years. They are all large enough to be a high hazard and
within 3m of the highway verge, so represent a high risk. From my observations and
the evidence in the OCA report at section 3.2.2, Somerset County Council did not
have and still does not have an effective inspection regime for the highway trees in
this vicinity.

3.4.4 Observations of the landowner's roadside tree inspection regime: Mynors' set out
an analysis of the law regarding duty of care relating to landowners and the issues
around reasonable inspection (Appendix 4). On the same side of the road as the
subject tree, on land owned by the Defendant, tree 19 (photos 9, 10, 11 and 12) is
obviously declining and severely leaning over the road. A close inspection revealed
severe trunk decay at the base of the leaning stem, which I believe has been present for
many years. Despite the multiple stem indicator of potential weak unions and its
obvious declining health, this high hazard and high risk tree has not had any
management to reduce the risk. From my observations, the Mells Estate did not have
and still do not have an effective inspection regime for the highway trees in this
vicinity.
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3 MYOPINION
3.5

Conclusions: In the context of all the above discussions, I summarise my conclusions

as follows:)

)

I.

The tree failed because of the included bark union that was further weakened by a
fungal infection.

•,

·'

2. The multiple stemmed form of the tree in the context of the hedgerow would have
alerted a competent tree inspector of the potential for the included bark union.

3. Mr Rowe's

''

tree

hazard inspection was not competent because it was based on tree

health indicators and was not carried out in reliable or effective manner.

4. The multiple stemmed form of the tree should have triggered a more detailed
inspection that would have easily identified both the included bark union and the
fungal infection.
5.

Appropriate remedial works would have prevented the accident.

6.

The failure of the tree was reasonably foreseeable because it was large, it was
close to the road and there was an obvious visual indicator of a potential defect.

7.

This accident would not have happened if the Mells Estate and Somerset County
Council had competent tree hazard inspection procedures in place.

Jeremy Barrell BSc FArborA CBiol MIBiol DipArb FICFor
17 July 2005
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Appendix 1
Qualifications and experience of
Jeremy Barrell BSc FArborA DipArb CBioll\flBiol FICFor
1

Formal qualifications: I hold the Degree of Bachelor of Science with Honours in
Environmental Forestry. I am a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Foresters and a
Arboricultural Association (AA). I was an AA Approved Contractor from 1984-1995.
I am also a Chartered Biologist. I hold the Royal Forestry Society's Professional
Diploma in Arboriculture, which is the premier qualification within the Arboricultural
Profession. I am a Law Society 'Checked' expert witness and a founding member of
the Institute of Expert Witnesses. I was honoured with the 2001 AA Award in
recognition for services to Arboriculture.

2

Background and experience in the tree industry: I was brought up in the New Forest
and have been closely associated with trees all my life. In 1978, I joined the Forestry
Commission as a Field Surveyor and in 1980, I began my tree contracting business.
Since then, I have been providing a comprehensive tree consultancy and contracting
service dealing with all aspects of tree and woodland management. This involved
working for 15 years on a daily basis felling and pruning trees along with my
employees. In 1993, I obtained the NPTC FTC Units 20, 21 and 22 for using a
chainsaw on the ground and in a tree. In 1995, I sold my contracting business and
concentrated solely on consultancy, forming my present Practice, the Barrell Tree
Consultancy. Additionally, since 1990, I have been growing Christmas trees in France
on a commercial scale, which has kept me in touch with the practicalities of managing
trees.

3

Professional experience: I have been dealing with the assessment of tree hazard and
managing trees close to occupied areas throughout my career. Between 1993 and 1996,
I was one of eight DoE tree preservation order appeal inspectors subcontracted to carry
out site inspections and report to the Secretary of State. This involved impartially
assessing a whole range of tree safety issues. During my career, I have been involved in
many legal cases as an expert witness, from Magistrates Courts to the High Court.
More recently, specific projects I have worked on include advising on insurance claims
at Disneyland Paris, tree retention on a 550 luxury mansion development in Vichy and
street tree management issues for the City of Plantation in Florida. All these involved
tree inspections and the management of hazard. Additionally, our company regularly
advise large landowners including councils and private estates in the UK on tree hazard
inspections. I regularly act as an expert witness in personal injury cases because of my
extensive practical background within the tree industry and profession.

4

Continuing professional development: Most of my time is now spent as an
arboricultural consultant. I regularly lecture all over the world and have written
numerous papers on tree care. I am internationally recognised as a leading authority on
managing trees on development sites and authored both the SULE and TreeAZ methods
of assessing trees. Additionally, in conjunction with the AA, I conceived, wrote and
presented the first ever course on report writing for arboriculturists and foresters. I am
an occasional examiner for the RFS Professional Diploma and an assessor for the ICF
chartered entrance test. This year I will be speaking at the International Society of
Arboriculture's conference in Nashville and presenting two report writing workshops in
New Zealand. A summary of papers I have written, events I have attended and
presentations that I have given are listed in the tables below:-

)
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;

Table 1: Presentations given at conferences, seminars and workshops

)

Date
9111!05
7111/05
8108105
17/05/05
5/11104
3111/04
22/04/04
29111/03
5/08/03
21/05103
14111/02
6/11/02
9110/02
17/09/02

Event
•
Report Writing Workshop, New Zealand (Booked)
Report Writing Workshop, New Zealand (Booked)
ISA International Conference, Tennessee (Booked)
AA Rej)Ort Writing_Workshol'_
New Zealand National Conference, Queenstown
Trees on development sites workshop in New Zealand
AA Rej)Ort Writing Workshop
New Zealand National Conference, Tauranga
ISA International Conference, Montreal
AA Midland Branch Seminar
AA Report Writing Workshop
Merrist Wood College PDA Course
Midland Tree Officers Association
AA Conference at Cambridge

18/04102

AA Strategic Tree management Seminar

12/03/02

AA Report Writing Workshop

19-20/04/0 I

NAAA Conference in Sydney

18/09/00
17111199
22/10/99
29/09199

AA Conference at Exeter
AA Report Writing Workshop
Gaydon AA Seminar on Risk Management
Canterbury AA Seminar on Subsidence

30104/99
25/03/99
8101199
27/01/98

AA Report Writing_ Workshol'_
AA Report Writing Workshop
AA Report Writing Workshop
AMIUG seminar on report writing

2-21/04/98

16/06/98
20/11/98
16110/97
09/96
31/05/96
9/07/96
26/09/95
17105/95
7/02195
11/02194
13/07/93
6/07/93
23/06/93
10/06/93
05193

Study Tour of NZ and Australia to present two
workshops, one on report writing and one on climbing
techniques in each country
AA Seminar on Tree Assessment
AA Report Writing Workshop
ISA AGM speaking on report writing
ISA Hilton Head Conference (USA)
Morton Arboretum Conference (USA)
Presenting at OCA SPG Course in Reading
2"" European Congress in Versailles (France)
Surveyors talk at Romsey
SULE talk at Bury St Edmunds
Talk on trees to residents association in Poole
LTOA SULE talk
SULE talk at S. Wales AA Branch
ISVAIRICS Southampton
RTPI Chorley
I" European Congress in Llanstein (Germany)

-

Paper content
Report writing
Report writing
The psychology of writing
Report writing .
The psychology of writing
Development sites
Report writing
TreeAZ
TreeAZ

.

Tree issues
Report writing
TreeAZ
TreeAZ
TreeAZ
BS5837 Update
TPOs&SULE
Report writing
Report writing
SULE
SULE practical workshops
Report writing
Report writing
Risk Management
Report writing for subsidence
reporting
Report writing
Report writing
Report writing
Report writing for mortgage
reporting
Report writing & climbing
techniques and participating in
skills competitions
SULE
Report writing
Report writing
SULE
SULE
Managing trees on development
sites
Diagnosis of tree defects
Trees and subsidence
SULE
Tree management
SULE
SULE
Trees and subsidence
Managing trees on development
sites
Tree management in the UK
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Table 2: Technical papers either published or awaiting publication

)

Date
2005
2004
2004
2004
2004
2004
2003
2003
2003
2002
2002
2001
2000
2000
1998
1998
1996
1995

1994
1993
1993

Paper
A vision for Arboriculture Article in essentia!ARB Issue 15
The British Sub-Standard 5837: is it too late? Article in NATO Newsletter
The British Sub-Standard 5837: where did it all go wrong? Article in essentia!ARB Issue
13
Fastigiate trees: fools gold or a winning strategy? Article in essentialARB Issue 13
Trees and light; Arboriculture emerging from the shadows! Article in essentialARB Issue
12.
Keeping trees on development sites: is it possible? Article in essentia!ARB Issue 11.
TreeAZ: An international framework for tree assessment. Article in essentia!ARB Issue
10.
Planninl!. ahead. Article in essentia!ARB Issue 9.
Tree assessment on development sites: The future of the Profession in the balance. Article
in essentia!ARB Issue 8.
Axeman to expert witness - is it possible? Article in essentia!ARB Issue 6.
Takinl!. the Profession forward. Article in essentia!ARB Issue 5.
SULE: Its use and status into the New Millennium. Paper presented to the NAAA
Conference in Sydney in April 2001 awaiting publication.
Streamlining tree related subsidence claims management: the tree perspective. The Loss
Adjuster, Manfield House, 1 Southampton Stteet, London WC2R OLR.
Awaiting publication after peer review: Quality Control in Report Writing and its
Implications for the Arboricultural Profession.
Increase profits; take trees seriously. Construction South magazine
Writing professional reports; a workshop manual. Workshop Manual supporting the
report writing workshop.
Pre-development tree assessment. Proceedings of the International Conference on Trees &
Building Sites in Chicago, 143-155. International Society of Arboriculture, Champaign, IL.
The Methodology employed to assess the condition of three trees within the grounds of the
Palace of Versailles. Presented jointly by Dr David Lonsdale, John Dolwin and Jeremy
Barrell and published in the Proceedings of the second European ISA Conference in
Versailles, France. International Society of Arboriculture, Champaign, IL.
Innovations in practical arboriculture. Proceedings of the Swansea AA Conference. AA,
Ampfield House, Romsey, Rants.
Arboriculture in the UK. Proceedings of the First European ISA Conference in Llanstein,
Germany. International Society of Arboriculture, Champaign, IL.
Pre-planning Tree Surveys: SULE is the Natural Progression. Arboricultural Journal 17,
33-46

Table 3: Seminars, courses and workshops attended
Date
12/05/05
2103/05
28/02105
9-11/07/04
20/04/04
28/ll/03
29-31/10/03
17-18110/03
15-17/09/03
4-6/08/03
14/04/03
14/01103
16-18/09/02
29/08/02

Event summary
Basic tree climbing and aerial rescue update training
RICS Expert witness course in Birmingham
ICF/RICS merger meeting at FC, Alice Holt
Tree hazard assessment
BRE training day on daylight issues
The Expert Witness Conference 2003
New Zealand National Conference, Tauranga
Successful Expert Practice by Society of Expert Witnesses
AA Conference at Northampton
ISA Conference, Montteal
CTLA sentinar on ttee valuation by Scott Cullen in York
Sun Alliance TreeRAT seminar in London
AA Conference at Cambridge
Kew Gardens visit to inspect mycorrhizae tteatruents
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Date
3/07/02
23/04/02
9/10/01
19/09/01
10-12109/01
9/05/01
29/03/01
14/03/01
18-20/09/00
10/05/00
24/05/00
12102/00
14/05/99
26/05/99
24/06/99
19/07/99
6-8/09/99
29/09/99
22/10/99
27/10/99
8/01/98
2-21/04/98
11105/98
5/06/98
16/06/98
1-4/08/98
23/10/98
24/02/97
29/04/97
15/05/97
29/05/97
3/07/97
1-6/07/97
20/08/97
8-10/09/97
16/10/97
22/10/97
7111/97
20/11197
21111197
28/02196
21/05/96
23/05/96
29/05/96
13/06/96
9/07/96
6/08/96
10-12/09/96
2110/96
8/11196
18/11/96
20/11/96
22111196
25/01/95
7/02195

Event summary
Cooper-Clarke special surfacing
BRE training dav on daylight issues
RICS Expert Witness Course in London
TRA shading and daylight seminar in London
AA Conference at Lancaster
Arboriculture in planning: a tree centred approach workshop
Amenity valuation of trees workshop by Rodney Helliwell
NATO special surfaces: Installation of hard surfaces under trees workshop
AA Conference at Exeter
NATO subsidence seminar in Chester
BCTGA meeting in Oxford
PHC Seminar Ruislip
BCTGA meeting in Torbav
Kew Seminar on mycorrhizae
Visit to Alba Trees in Scotland
Christmas tree pest and diseases meeting in France
AA Conference
Attending Canterbury AA Seminar on Subsidence and presenting paper
Attending Gaydon AA Seminar on Risk Management and presenting paper
ICF meeting at Batb
ISA Conference meeting
Study Tour of NZ and Australia to take in Kauri and Eucalyptus Forests and present two
workshops, one on report writing and one on climbing techniques in each country
Subsidence seminar in London
EWI Course of Basic Law
AA Seminar on Tree Assessment and presenting paper on SOLE
ISA Conference in Birmingham and ISA World Tree Climbing Championships
BPRO How to be a Confident Trainer Seminar
Report writing seminar in London with Academy of Experts
LTOA meeting in London
BCTGA meeting in Worcester
AA Midlands Branch subsidence seminar
_!'ryor Seminars Business Writing Course in Guildford
ISA World Tree Climbing Championships and Conference in USA
BPRO seminar on Confident Presenting
AA Conference at Exeter
ISA AGM speaking on report writing
Report Caveat seminar in Leicester by Tree Life
EWI Conference
British Geological Survey course by Tree Life
BPRO workshop on Business Granunar
AA Commercial Committee meeting_
OCA Mortgage report writing course
DoE meeting to review David Lonsdale's book
Wrote comments on David Lonsdale's book
BCTGA meeting in Kent
Presenting at OCA SPG Course in Reading
LTOA meeting on mortgage reports at Kensington
AA Conference at Exeter and Skills Competition
ISA expert witness seminar at Birmingham
EWI Conference in London
Shigo talk in Birmingham
Shigo talk in Birmingllam
Shigo talk in Birmingham
AA Merrist Wood evening talk on BS 3998 Revision
SULE talk at Bury St Edmunds + attending rest of meeting
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Date

19/05/95
27/05-4/06/95
12/06/95
10--19/8
31/05
4--7/09/95
27-30/09/95
19/01/94
21/01/94
2/02/94
11102/94
24/02/94
16/04/94
9/05/94
27/05/94
28/05/94
6-8/09/94
25/06/93
7-9/09/93
30/09/93
8/10/93
15-17/11/93
19/11192

Event so
BPRO Proof Reading Course in London
Attending 3 day Conference on tree roots and Buildings at the Morton Arboretum, Chicago
Versailles carrying out field investigations for talk in September
Attending 3 day ISA Conference
Giving talk at Conference and preparation before to submit paper
AA Conference at Lancaster including meetings
Attending 3 day ISA European Conference
AA Review Group meeting,
FASTCo meeting at Merrist Wood
AA SE Branch discussion panel at Merrist Wood
Talk on trees to residents association in Poole including preparation
AA Planning Seminar at BIC
ISA AGM and technical seminar on certification
ISA Mattheck workshop at Hillier Arboretum
French technical seminar at Montpellier
Shiga presentation and technical discussions at Montpellier
AA Conference
BCTGA Meeting at Yattendon
AA Conference
DoE training day for writing reports
ISA Tree Hazard Evaluation Workshop at Southampton
Chainsaw certification
Helliwell Amenity Valuation Workshop
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Expert Declaration

)

I understand that my overriding duty is to the court, both in preparing reports and in
giving oral evidence.
2 I have set out in my report what I understand from those instructing me to be the
questions in respect of which my opinions as an expert are required.
3 I have done my best to be accurate and complete in preparing this report. I have
mentioned all matters that I regard as relevant to the opinions I have expressed.
4 I have drawn to the attention of the court all matters of which I am aware that might
adversely affect my opinion.
5 Wherever I have no personal knowledge, I have indicated the source of factual
information.
6 I have not included anything in this report that has been suggested to me by anyone,
including the lawyers instructing me, without forming my own independent view on the
matter.
7 Where, in my view, there is a range of reasonable opinion, I have indicated the extent of
that range in the report.
8 At the time of signing the report I consider it to be complete and accurate. I will notify
those instructing me if, for any reason, I subsequently consider that the report requires
any correction or qualification.
9 I understand that this report will be the evidence that I will give under oath, subject to any
correction or qualification I may make before swearing to its veracity.
10 I have included in this report a summary of my instructions. I believe that the facts I have
stated in this report are true and that the opinions I have expressed are correct.
1

Jeremy Barrell
17 July 2005
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OS plan extract showing approximate location of features
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HAZARDOUS TREES

THE NATURE AND LOCATION OF THE TREE

has voluntarily accepted the risk.17 It would, after all, be absurd if a landowner,
either a business. a public authority or a private person, could, for example,
simply erect a notice on the boundary of his property stating that members of the
public walking or driving on the adjacent highway did so entirely at their own

tree in Brown v Harrison, Js and the beech tree in Shirvell v Hackwood EstateS#•
that was dead from S metres above the ground to its top.
And of course each tree must be considered individually. It is no use suying that
old trees, or trees of a particular species, arc statistically more likely to be
defective; that may well be true as a generality, and may suggest that inspections

136

~~

risk.
Notices are also considered further below, in the context of possible remedial

~

action. 28
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5.5 The nature aud loc:alion of the 1ree

~=
~
~

5.5.1 The nature of the tree

,.. ..=

The nature of the tree itself is clearly relevant to any consideration of whether
reasonable care haR been taken to ensure that it does not lead to the land on which
it is growing being unreasonably dangerous. Some trees, that i!, are clearly more
dangerous than others. The problem is that defects in trees are not always readily
discoverable: they are the result of "a secret and unobservable operation of
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The first consideration will be whether all or some of the tree is likely to fall.
This will depend on its age and species, but more importantly on its condition. A

"
~'

15'.

tree that is apparently tree from serious defects may suddenly shed a branch, or
blow over altogether in a severe storm,30 but that is a risk that amnot reasonably
be pn:dictcd, aud any hann thereby caused will. by definition, be unforeseeable.
and thus will not render its owner liable in negligence, What is required is to
consider the risks that arc apparent, or which could become apparent with
reasonable care; and these will largely relate to discernible defects such as fungal
infection and malformation. Thus trees may develop defects for a wide variety of
reasons. This may be as a result of pruning (considered in more detail below). But
it may be due to natural causes., such as branches breaking in storms and leading
to decay; or unbalanced crowns; weak forks: or through disease or pests.
There have, for example, been a number of cases in which the courts have
decided that the failure of the tree in question was caused by a defect of some
kind, which would have been cfiscovcrable on a proper inspection: a bole in the
elm tree in Ken/ Y Marquis oj' 8/"/sto/,31 the decay in the branch of the chestnut
which fell onto the road in Lane v Tredegar Estate Tnutees, 32 the decay causing
die-back and thinness of foliage which caused a large section of a beech tree to fall
across a road in Quinn v Scon,33 and the decal which cause_d an elm to shed a
branch onto a parked car in Thomas 11 Miller. 3
Trees that are dying or dead, as opposed to merely diseased or otherwise
defective, may also be dangerous- as with the old and partly dead horse-chestnut
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should be carried out more freqlle.Dtly, but what matters is the particular tree in
question. Conversely a young tree of a species that is generally problem-free may
be seriously defective, perhaps because or an earlier pruning wound, 37 or a blow
by a vehicle.
It may incidentally be noted that judges, particularly in the past. were prone to
make unsupported statements about trees, which may or
not have been
ju.slified. So, for example, the comment of Lord Goddard C.J. that .. elms arc
notoriously treacherous trees" appears not to have been based on any evidence;
and the statement by MacKinnon LJ.l9 that "'the fear of branches falling from a
beech is nothing like as great as that of their falling from an elm" was based on his
knowledge ..as one who lives in the country".
Once a fall has occurred, that may suggez;t that the tree had been defective, and
thus dangerous. before it fell; but that does not of itself prove that reasonable care
had not been taken to see that vi.sito1"6 were safe, since the defect may have been
invisible. A tree may thus be apparently safe from all outward evidence, but
actually defective inside, so that even a slight breath of wind will cause it to fallit is therefore dangerous before it falls, even though no one cou1d tell that until

mara

after the

ran has occurred.

Thus in Noble v Harri3on. which concerned a beech tree, it was found that the
branch that fdl had at some time developed a crack at the place about 4.5 m from
the trunk where it broke off, but that the defect would not have been observable
by any reasonably careful inspection.40 In Cunliffe v Btmkes,41 the cause of the elm
tree falling was honey fungus at the base of the tmnk, which would probably not
have been detected by inspection; in While v Carrolhers, 42 it was eltn heart rotalso undetectable.
In Caminer 11 Northern & London Investment Trust;13 the 11ituation was slightly
more complex, in that it was subsequently discovered that the roots of the tree
that had fallen were badly affected by elm butt rot, but it was held both at first
instance and in the House of Lords that there was nothing in the appearance of
the tree to indicate that it was in aoy way diseased; nor would an expert have
discovered it. That case therefore turned on what was described as a "broader and
more general" issue:
..In the case of an apparenUy healthy elm tree, which was of obviously mature age although
by no means old, ought its ownm either ((,)have had it lopped and topped or should they at
any l'lltc have called in an expert to adv:ise them as to its treatment, and was this course the

more imperative in the case of a tree standing near a public and well-used raad? The answer
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27 1977 Acr, ~- 2(3).
Sec 5.8.%.
29 Nabfto' /larr/.wr~ [1926]2 K.B. 332. per Wrigbt J. at p. 341; r:f. Wringt v C(Jhiffl [1940) I K.B. 2211,
CA, per Atkinson J. ut p. 233.
·"' ~' Cuuffield(I9l8) 34T.L.R. 204, CA.
)I (1940), unreported, noted lr1 tlu: Qutnlerf.y JQUrrla/ of Fort.Jtry, January 1947; sec 5.3.2..
~~ (1954) E.O., 27 Nowmher, 11154.
:N

1
'-

[19641 I W.L.R. 1004.

(1947) £.G., June 28, 1947, CA.
see 5.7.1.
See 5.5.1.
311
In Cumiller,. Nurthttm and Lmulun ln~>eJt~Mnl Trwt P949] 2 K.B. 66 (at first instance).
)9 In ShirveU v Har:kwrmd F..rtutu [1938) 2 AU E.R. I. CA, at p. 9.
40 [1926] 2 K.B. 332 ~:~t p. 339.
1
"
[1945] I All E.R. 459.
.IS

~G [1938] 2 All E.R. I, CA,
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That is, the problem was not t1u: disease which in fact existed, but which was
unknown and unknowable, but simply the size and age of the apparently healthy
lree. Lord Normand summarised the matter as follows:

=~
==~
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"The Court of Appeal applied. , , the proper lest- the conduct to be ex:peclcd of a prudent
and reasonable landowner- and held on the evidence that the [owner] had safu1icd this test
because there was nothing dangerous in the appeamnee of the tree, no sign of disease,
advanced age, disproportion of crown to Item, or rising roots.'"'"
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THE NATURE AND LOCATION OF THE TREE

in this particular case is somewhat complicated by the controversy as to whether the crown
was a vezy ln.rge one or not. "44
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That provides a useful checklist, although it may DOl be complete. Particular
species may be prone to particular problems which will suggest that other features
should be looked for. The expert retained by the Council in Chapman v Barking
and Dagenham LBC,46 for example, suggested that a more thorough inspection of
an elm would be justi.fl.ed in the event of features such as fruiting bodies. decay,
weak rorks, or crossed or broken branches.
The same position occurred in Knight v Hext, 41 in that after the beech tree had
fallen, it was discovered that it had been subject to butt rot; but, a.c; in Caminer,
that could not have been di&cove~ by external inspection, and the question was
again whether the top heavy crown would or should have led an expert to
recommend that the tree be either topped or felled.
The matters mentioned above largely relate to abnormal growth, or disease,
decay or death of the tree. The remaining factors under this heading are simply
evidence of a tn:e behaving in a way that is entirely normal, but which could in
certain circumstances be dangerous to people ·· such as having poisonous fruit, or
thorns at eye level, or dropping branches, twigs, cones, leaves and berries. ·
All of these features· abnormal (such as disease) or nonnal (such as dropping
berries)- do not necessarily in themselves make a tree, and thus the land on which
it stands, "dangerous"; but aU are potential sources of danger if the tree is in
48
certain locations. They are therefore all matters that should be considered
carefully by occupiers. For further infonnation, see texts such us Principles of
Trre Flazard Assessmem and Mtmagement by David Lonsdale.49
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5.5.2 Danger due to works carried out in the past

~

=

One particular source of problems is the effect of work having being carried out at
some stage in the past. Where a tree is pruned so that a wound is caused which
leads to decay, this may some while later lead to a branch falling onto the ground.
Or a building may be constructed in such a way as to harm the root system of a
tree so that it is much less stable; it may then fall in a subsequent storm.
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The same result may follow from alterations being made to the ground

surrounding the base of the tree. as in Mackie v Dumbartonshite County Council, 50
where about a year before the accident51 the Council bad widened the road, in the

411
[199'1] 2 EGLR 141 a1 p.
•1 [1980}1 EGLR Ill, CA .
Q

done properly'3 - although the contrd.ctor may be liable in negligence. 54 It is thus
not appropriate to rely on a tree pruning exercise that was done at some stage in
the past by a general contractor with no special expertise.
And it may be that it is not known who did the earlier work, as in Lambmun 11
London Brick Co, ss when: the judge noted that the roots of the trce had been
se\'ered, and that this had undoubtedly contributed to its fall; but he also held that
this was not an obvious feature of the tree, and there was no evidence as to who
bad done the work or when.
Or it may be that a tre~passer or a vandal banned the tree in such a way as to
Jeave it unsafe. Once the owner is- or should be- aware of the potential hazard. it
should be dealt with. That was the situation in Sedleigh-Denfield v O'Ca/laghan.,56
albeit that that was a claim based on liability in nuisance rather than negligence.
However, there is an important difference between works to trees and those to
buildings. Where a. building bas been constructed or altered, any defect arising
from faulty workmanship will not (usually) become any worse with the passage of
time; and it may thus be entirely reasonable to justify the fact that a building bas
collapsed by pointing to faulty workmanship of many yeat'8 earlier which could
not have becolile appanmt on intermediate inspection. Trees, by contrast, grow
and decay; the effect of faulty work will therefore change, and possibly increase,
with time. Indeed, work carried out perfectly -COmpetently may have the effect that
some while later the tree develops a structural weakness or other defect.
The law recognises this by, in effect, requiring occupiers to continue to inspect
their trees from time to time (how often depends on the circumstances) - and to
pay particular attention where past works may have subsequently c-.tused defects: .
ThUS in Chapman 11 Barking and Dagenham LBC,s 7 the Coun of Appeal confinned
that where works are carried out to a tree such that it is no longer in its natural
state there is a special duty to inspect the result. Even if, as claimed by the
Council. the earlier pruning works bad been carried out in accordance with the
relevant British Standard that was applicable at the time, that did not absolve the
Council from its duty to continue to inspect the tree. And in the earlier case of

n

(1927) 91 JP 158; see 11lso Slutsn v .Arden (1945), unn:portcd, not.cd in tb~ Journal
Agents' Sacitty, January, 1946.

.., 2nd cd., 2001, Slatlancrv Office; nan. o[thc Re5elnch rcu

1

Per Viscount Dunedin at p. 159.

Ckcupim' Uability Act 1957, w. 2(4){b).
,... Sec 9.S.1.
'

.........

• • d...blt.DTI.R..
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Council was liable ..either for the negligence which did not disclose the obvious
danger or far the negligence which did not in fact de11l with the obvious dan@:r
after it had been disclooed" .52
This type of scenariG will not necessarily lead to the tree owner being liable for
any consequent damage or harm. provided that he or she was reasonable in
entrusting the earlier work to the contractor concerned, and took all reasonable
!ltepS to check that the contractor was competent and that the work had been

~ 1 See 5.3.2,

14SE

::;>

process removing a great deal of the soil which had supported an elm tree growing
on a very steep bank at the side of the road. The House of Lords held that the

:10

,.. Per Lord Parter at p. !14,
., At p. 99.
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(1950) E.O., July 28, 19SO.
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Caminer " Northern & London lnYe.vtment Trust, it was noted that evidence had
been given to the effect that lopping a tree mo.y be appropriate, but that it would
make it more dangerous in the end, so that it should be inspected "every five or
seven years" after the worb. 58

..It would be conczded, I believe, that there is somehow a difference between tbe !ega]
responsibilities of the owner of a mature forest tree, in a built~up area., immediately
adjacent to a busy street. and the n:spoosibilities of the owner of a stand of timber
bordering a country lane. But is the diiTerence only this, that !he latter is entitled to talce

It has already been noted that none of the features considered above necessarily in
themselves make a tree "dangerous". The location is al6o crucial. A tree tbo.t has a

:=iii"
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decaying branch, or poisonous berries, is not dangerous if it is in the middle of a
dense forest to which the public have no access; but an identical tree may be
potentially lethal if it is immediately adjacent to the main entrance to a large
primary school. The location is not of itself a source of danger- there must be an
inherent hazard in the tree - but it is the location that might turn a diseased
branch from a low risk of harm into a high risk.
Further, there are features of trees (notably roots, and fallen leaves and berries)
which are of themselves not dangerous at all, but which can lead to hann or
danger in certain situations. Roots can disrupt the surface of a path, creating a
trip hazard; fallen leaves and berries can make p1aygrounds slippery; either can be
a danger to those affected. But there must be a path, or a playground, in a
location such that it will be affected.
Amongst the factors that will need to be considered, the number of people
likely to frequent the vicinity of the tree will be crucial. The level of care that is
required in connection with a tree on a remote mountainside is clearly much less
than with one in a public park. There may also be seasonal discrepancies; a part of
a park that is normally almost deserted may be used twice each summer for
concerts attended by thousands. And as well as people, there may be property
involved- notably vehicles (either moving or stationary).
So, for example, trees on or adjacent to land that is used for any public or semipublic purpose (such as road.o;, schools, parks, railways and cemeteries) need to be
the subject of particular care. It is thus no surprise that many of the reported e~~ses
relating to the duty laid upon tree owners relate to trees causing hann to users of
59
the highway: This is panty because there are many trees adjacent to highways
and because claims involving vehicles are funded by insurers. But it also reflects
the fact that there are more people on highways likely to be affected by the failure
of a tree; they usually are not aware of its existence, let alone it<~ condition, until
after it has failed, and any accident involving a moving vehicle is likely to be
serious.
This view was expressed by Lynskey J. in Lane v Tredegar Estate Tru.ttees60 :
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THE NATURE AND LOCATION OF THE TREE

5.5.3 The location of the tree
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..If a bough of a tree was overhanging a highway, there might bl: an extra degree of care
n:quired as compared with the taliC of n tree in a park to which there was no public access
and where, if a bough fell, it might not cause any particular damage."
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But not all roads are equnlly well used. Lord Radcliffe pondered this question

in Caminm-:

~
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"' [l9Sl] A.C. 8Su1 p. 108.
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more chance!! at the expense of hili neighbours than the formetl J am not certain or the
Iosic. for a tree or its branch only falls once; and it must be poor consolation to an injured
passer-by in the country Jane to be assured that the chances were all against hi& being at the
place of the accident at the moment when it occurred. The accepted test that liability only
begins when there is apparent in the tree a sign of danger has the advantage that it seems to
ignore, or to a IIU'Be extent to ipore, the distinction between a spot that is much, and the
spot that is little fKQucnted.'o6
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There is aJso the problem that an accidetit on a very minor road in the remote
countryside, partiClllarly if at night, is likely to remain undiscovered for longer
than one on a busy road, and it will take longer for the victims to obtain medical

assistance, 62 Any injuries in such a case are likely to be aggravated.
And not aU cases involve roads. The other things that arc likely to be hit by
trees are parked vehicles and buildings - since they cannot see the danger or get
out of the way. A residential caravan was thus hit by an elm tree in White v
Carruthers/'·' and a parked car by a branch of another elm in Thomas v Miller64 the two cases. by coincidence, were decided twelve years apart in the same county
court by the same judge.
Buildings near trees are also high-risk targels in some circumstances. Thus a
neighbour's stable was damaged in Bruce y Cau.ljieltf 5 - as had been predicted by
the plaintiff's wife. And in Knight v Hext, 66 the plaintiff pointed out to his
neighbour that his bam was directly beneath her beech tree, which was leaning in
67
that direction · and which indeed fell in that direction a few days later. The
lesson is that it is prudent to ensure that trees are carefully inspected where there is
a building, particularly one that is occupied, that would be within range if it were
to fall.

5.6 The nature of the potential victims

5.6.1 General prln.cip~es
The nature of those frequenting the area will require consideration. It bas already
been noted that the Occupiers' LiabiJity Act 1957 specifically states that amongst
the circumstances that must be home in mind are the degree of care, and of want
of care, which would ordinarily be looked for in those who are likely to be visitors
to the land on which the tree is growing. 68 And there would seem to be no reason
why the same approach should not be adopted in relation to trees affecting those
on neighbouring land. So, for example, are they likely to be elderly, adults, older

~~ (19.511A.C.88atp.lll.
6
~ Sec. for e•ample, Cunliffe ~ Bm!kts [19451 l All E.R. 459.
6l (19.58) 172 E.G. 229.
64
(1970), unreported, notl:d in the We.r:ll!rff Momtng Ntws, February 3, 1970.
M (1918) 34 T.L.R. 204. CA.

" (1980] J EGLR Ill, CA.
6'7 ~Ill;·
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5.6.5 Those visiting national parks and the open countryside

:::!~
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93

The Occupiers' Liability Act 1984 applies also in the case of land in national
parks which is subject to access agreements enabling the public to wander at willso that the owner of the land is only required to provide protection against
hazards of which he or she is aware.
The 1984 Act does not apply, however, in relation to members of the public
exercising a right to roam under the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 .
Instead, occupiers of "access land" undeT that Act are explicitly relieved of any
duty in res~ct of any risk arising from the existence of .. any natural feature of the
landscapen94 - which is explicitly defined to include "any plant, shrub or tree, of
whatever origin"}15
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5. 7 Inspection and risk assessment

~
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5.7.1 lmroduction

;.

Given that neither the common law nor lo1atute requires an occupier to make his
or her land cnmp/eudy safe. and given that it is not pructical to inBpect every tree
on the land every day. what then is the occupier to do?

a.
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1984 Act. s. 1(3).
s. 1(4).
See 5.6.4.

"" 1984 Act, a. t(6A), in$Cl"led by Countcysille und Rights ofWuy Act 2000, s. 13(2).
vs 1984 Act, s. 1(68), insc~d by 2000 Act, rollowlng an amendment introduct:d in the lord&.
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"{Negligence is] the omission to do somelhing which a reasonable man, guided upon those
conlliderations which ordinarily reguJate the conduct of buman affairs, would do, or doing
something which a prudent and reasonable man would not do."
As to what is reascmablc, chis will obviously vary with circumstances:
Even if an occupier has no special expertise in matters relating to trees he or
she will still be expected to act a~ a "reasonable and prudent landowner". 98 That
will mean that, in the case of potential dangers such as poisonous berries, thorns,
fallen leaves, moss caused by shade. and so on. an occupier should be generally
aware of the state of his or her property, and immediarely adjacent land, and
pa.rticularly of those parts most frequented by visitors (such as roads, paths,
driveways and patios). and promptly remove any hazard. That is, either the
problem branches should be cut hack, or the fallen leaves removed, or whatever
else is appropriate.
More substantial measures may be required in some cases, including completely
felling the tree where there is no alternative, but this will rarely be necessary.
The first step is, in the light of the above considerations, to assess the risk of
injury or hann being caused by the tree in question or by any pan of it. 99 Where it
is justified, an inspection mulit then be carried out by someone with sufficient
knowledge and experience - which may be the owner himself or herself, or an
appropriate expert.' Once the problem has been properly as.'\ellsed, it will then be
possible to decide whether further action is required. 2

5.7.2 As.ve,w1Jent of risk

~I
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In the light of all the above considerations- the nature of the tree, its location and
those likely to be affected by it - it should be possible for the owner to begin to
make some assessment of the potential risk presented. It has thus already been
noted that not all trees are equally dangerous; some. for example, are more liable
to shed branches than others. Perhaps more importantly. ha1.ards arising from
trees are more likely to cause harm and danger in locations more frequented by
people than elsewhere.
This problem was considen:d briefly by the House of Lords in Caminer v
Northern & Londtm lnvesufU'nr Trust, particularly in the thoughtful speech of
Lord Ro.dc1iffe, quoted above- 3 He was clearly troubled by the whole issue of risk,.
however, because he revisited the matter later in the snme year in his speech in

w. 1957 Ac:l, s. 2{2); 1984 Ac:t. s. 1(4) is \'irtually identical.
: (1856) II Ex. 781, per Alderson B. at p. 784.
.
Camiller I' N11rthtrn & LOI'Idon lnvutmmt 1""nm [19SIJ A.C. !Ill. per Lord Norm:md at p. 99
1111

!
-

J

(following !h.: Court of Appe3J).
See 5.7.2.
Sec 5.7.3, 5.7.4.
See 5.8.
[195l)A.C.88atp.Jil;seeS.5.3•
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Waterwork..l17:

reasonable in all the circumstanre.:~ of the case" to ensure that the potential victim
does not suffer injury. 92 The distinction between the two Acts lies thus not in the
extent of tbe duty, but in the circumstances in which it is owed.
The significance of this distinction wi11 not be great in most instances - if a tree
is in a location, such as overhanging the path to the front door, where its fall is
liable to cause harm to lnwful visitorR, it must be maintained accordingly (see
above); the fact that thi.~ may incidentully protect trespassers and others walking
up the path i!i an added bonus. But there may be more remote parts ofJarger plots
of land which would only rarely if ever be frequented by lawful visitors, but which
may be occasionally used by trespassers, even if only as a short cut to reach other
land. If there is a defective tree in such a location, and it causes harm, any
trespasser injured as a result would not be able to claim damages from the
occupier of the land unless it could be shown that the occupier knew of the
danger.
1t follows that trees in locations thal are not frequented by "visitors" (within
the meaning of the 1957 Act) will require a lower standard of maintenance, except
in the case of those which are in fact known (by the occupier) to he dangerous.

~~
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the circumstances of the case is reasonable ...... 96 This reHects the classic
definition of negligence just over n century earlier in Blyth I' Binningham

been discovered, the occupier's duty is, once again, to take "such care as .is

=·
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lt should be remembered that the duty i!i (only) ''to take reasonable care" or, as

protection against risks that are known or suspected, but nat against those which
could only be discovered as a result of unreasonable effort. Once a hazard has
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it is elaborated in the Occupiers' Liahility Acts 1957 and 1984, ..such care as in !ill

In other words. the occupier is required to offer those other than visitors

~
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INSPECfiON AND RISK ASSESSMENT

(c) the risk is one against which. in all the circumst:mees or the case, he muy
reasonably be expected to offer the other some protection"Y 1
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Bolton v Stone4 - albeit in the context of cricket balls landing on the highway
rather than trees (or parts of them) landing on surrounding land. His speech in
that case is worth quoting at length:

may be extremely remote if the tree is unlikely to fall or shed a branch and the
number of people pa.o;sing by is very small- so remote indeed as to not require any
precautions to be taken. But that will be a matter for consideration on the facts of
each case.
This issue had earlier been considered by the Court of Appeu.l in Shirve/1 v
Hackwood &tates, in which Lord Camrose took possession oa February 10 of an
estate on which· were some 56,000 trees (excluding young plantations), and among
them were thousands of dead and dying trees. Mackinnon L.J. considered what
landowners exercising reasonable care would do in those circumstances:
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"If the test whether there has been n breach of duty were to depend merely on the answer to
the question whelher this accident was a reasonably foreseeable risk, I think that there
would have been 11. breach of duty, for that such an accident might take place some time or
other might very reasonably have been present to the minds of the appellants. It was quite

....
.
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foreseeable, and there would have been nothing unreasonable in allowing the imagination

~

~

to dwell on the possibility ofits occurring. But there was only a remote, perllaps I ought to
say only very remote, chance of the accident taking place at any particular time, for, if it
was to happen, not only bad u. ball to clear the fence round the ground but it had also to
coincide in its arrival with the presence of some person on what does not look like a
crowded thoroughfare and ~tetually to strike that person in some way that would cawe
sensible injury.
"Those being the facts, a breach of duty has laken pJace if they &bow the appellants
guilty of a fWlure to take reasonable care lo prevent the accident. One may phrase it as
'reasonable care' or 'ordinary care' or 'proper care' - all these phrases are lo be found in
decisions of authority- but the fac:t remains that, unless there has been something which a
reasonable man would blame as falling beneath the standard of conduct that be would set
for himself and require of his neighbour, there bas been no breach of legal duty. And here, I
think, the respondent's case breaks down. It seems to me that a reasonable tnan, taking
account of lhe chances against an accident happening, would not have felt himself called
upon either to abandon the use of the ground for cricket or to increase the height of his.
surrounding fences. He would have done what the appellants did: in other words, he wouJd
halle done Dothing. Whether, i(the unlikely event of an accident did occur and his play
turned to another's hurt. he wouJd halle thought it equally proper to olfer no more
consolation to his victim than the refleaion that a social being is not immune from social
risks. I do not say, for I do not think that is a consideration which js relevant to legal
liability." 5
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Some years later, the House of Lords rellisited its earlier decision. Lord Reid
(who had been a member of the Judicial Committee in both Caminer and Boltm1)
said this:

0

~
~

'"The House: of Lords [in Bolton v StuneJ held Umt the risk was so small that in the
circumslancell a reasonable man would have been justified in disregarding it and taking no
steps to eliminate it.
"But it does not follow that, no matter what the circumstances may be, it is justifiable to
neglect a risk of sucb a small magnitude. A reasonable man would only neglect such a risk
if he bad !lOme valid reason for doing so, e.g. that it would inllolve considerable ex~nse to
eliminate the risk. He would weigh the risk against the difficulty of eliminating it. " 6
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The question is thus ·not "was the hann foreseeable?" but "was the conduct
unreasonable?"
That is clearly relevant to questions of how much care should be taken to avoid
harm being caused by trees; and suggests that action need not be taken where the
risk is very small. And just us the cricket accident required both the abnormal shot
(to provide the mio;sile) and the person passing by at tbe relevant moment (to
provide the target), so the chance of a person being hit by a tree (or by part of it)

··I

i

··1 think that they would resort to expert advice as to how to deal with these ncglec:led
woods, and that, perhaps without wailing for that, they would put on men to cut down lbe
most oblliOlL'IIy dead and dangerous lrces. The latter wouJd obviou~y he properly done
where such trees were neur thoroughfares or footpaths. '" 7

As ill luck would have it, the tree that actuaUy caused the death of the workman
(on May 30) fell onto an arable ficld, where there was no footpath, and it was one
of the last places where anyone might expect to be working; the deceased and his
colleague were probably "the only beings who had been within range or the tree
for a year". The court according]y held that the Estate was not negligent in failing
to get round to dealing with that tree before it fell.
Of course this level of analysis is not appropriate in every instance; in some
cases it is patently obvious that people are at risk from a tree. This may occur
because of the nonnal state of affairs - such as a bush that has thorns. at head
height - or as the result of an abnonnal event - where. for example, large
quantities of leaves have fallen over a weekend onto a much-used path, or a storm
has left a branch only loosely attached to the remainder of a tree, overhanging a
car park. 1n each case, the risk is clear; and in the last two, at least, so is the
remedy.
Equally, in other cases, it may be wholly unnecessary to take any llCtion,
because the risk is so small- as where claims were brought by a gas fitter who bad
injured his knee on a needle hidden in a carpet,8 and by a child who feD over u.
banister at a school11; in each case the court considered that the risk had been
insignificant, and dismissed the claim. So too with trees that have very recently
been inspected, or that are in very remote locations; in either case, there could be a
theoretical risk of harm occurring, but the risk is insignificant and does not justify
action or any kind.
But in other cases, it will be necessary to consider a raoge of possible remedies.
5.7.3 The need/or an inspection
The first duty of the owner of trees is clearly to inspect them at appropriate
intervals. Indeed, it is probably prudent to inspect trees on first acquiring a new
property, and to ascertain at that stage how frequently and how thoroughly they
should be inspected thereaner.
10
But there are limits on what must be done immediately. In K11ight v Hext. the
defendant had bought a property, and had moved in on December 12. Her
1

• (195 I] A. C. 850.
~ Per Lord Radcliffe at p. 868.
~

The Wogon Mound (No.1) [1967]1 A.C. 617, per Lord Reid at p. 642E.
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111

(1938]2 All E.R. I, CA, alp. 9H

Fryer 1> P~rso11. The Tim.e.r, April 4. 2000, CA.
Guugh \' Upshiu Prlmory• Srhnul, February 2, 2000, Q.D.D .. unreported.
(1980) l EGLR Ill, CA.
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INSPEcnON AND RISK ASSESSMENT

husband went into hospital on December 14. She was warned by a neighbour of
the dangerous state of one of her trees, overhanging his barn, on Saturday

afterwards. 15 Thus in Noble v HlH'rison, which concerned a beech tree, it was
found that the branch tho.t feii bad at some time developed a cr.u:k at the place
about 4.5 m from the trunk where it broke oH:. that the tree had actually been the
subject of inspection ..not long previously", but that the defect would not have
been observable by any reasonably careful inspection.t 6 And in Cunliffe v Bankes
the defective tree was on a large estate of some 2,000 hectares, where the agent
inspected all the trees every summer, and marked those with signs of disease or
decay. In this case, too, the court decided that there was nothing like certainty
that any examination in the previous summer would have disclosed that this tree
was aJfected by honey fungus:

December 16. There were then 6ve working days before Christmas; but she had
not arranged for the tree to be in!!-pected by the time it fell, on December 27. The
Court of Appeal, reversing the decision of the judge at first instance, held that all

~ 0

~

n~
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that was required of her was that, within a reasonable time, she should go and
make an inspection; and, in all the circumstances, a failure to do so before
Christmas was not unreasonable. See also the analysis by the Court of Appeal in
the earlier case of Shirvel/ v Backwood Estates. 11

~
~

.Q~

A failure to inspect at all will usuaUy. be a powerful indication of neg1igence. In
Brown v Harrison, for instance, the owner had failed to notice a partly dead horse
chestnut tree in a Spinney. Tile Court of Appeal approved the formulation of 1he
test by the judge at first instance:

:= ;·
m
~

:-:s;m

...."'. -=-·
t"'~

"The onus is upon the plaintiff, . , of showing that there was something wrong with the
tree of such a kind that the occupier or hi:! agent either knew it or ought to have known
il.''l7

t"'~

~

"Having regard in each particular case to the circumstances of the particular case, if there is
a danger which is apparent not only to the expert but to the ordinary layman, which the
ordinary layman can see with bis own eyes, if he chooses to use them, and he fails to do so,

"'""
:s0

with the result tbat injury is inflicted . , ., the owner is responsible because, in lhe

~

management of his property he has not acted as a nonnal, reasonable man should acL."
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13

And in Chapman v Barking & Dagenham LBC, there was a clear failure to
inspect:

~

..1 am satisfied that, despite all encouragement and advice both from external sources and
to some extent from their own officers, the defendant council did not at any relevant rime
appreciate the distinction between making lists of trees and routine maintenance, as
opposed to system~tic expert inspection as often a~ would reasonably be required, J find
that no such inspections were ever made, that it wnsadearduty on the defendants to make
them, and that they have failed in that duty." 13
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In that case, the court also found that an inspection, if it had been made, would
have discovered the defect that caused a branch to fall; the failure to inspect was
accordingly fatal.
On the other hand, it may be that a tree is suffering from a derect that will not
he revealed by inspection. In Caminer v Northtrn & London Investment Trust, the
House of Lords considered that the question was whether the owners of the tree in
question perfonned the duty of inspection that a prudent aod reasonable owner of
such a tree- bearing in mind both its size and age and its proximity to a highway
-would have performed. "Plainly they did not." But, continued Lord Normand,
"it is no less plain that, if they had, it would have made no difference. The tree was
just such a tree as [the ex.pert witness] ~ys the owner might consider safe.''14 In
other words, the failure to inspect was negligent, but that negligence had not
caused the harm.
The limitations of inspection are highlighted by the fact that, in several of the
cases, the tree in question had been inspected, but that inspection had failed to
disclose the problem that led to the failure of the tree or part of it shortly

("J

~

~

~

;;,

ll I19J8) 2 AllER. I, CA; ~~t:e 5.7.2.
1:
11

(1947) E.G., June 28, 1947. CA.
(1997] 2 EGLR 141, per Judge Viscount Co\villeofCulross QC, at p, 1450; upheld ill the Courlof
ApJI=] (1998) un11:portcd.

14 j19Sl) AC. 88 at p, 103.
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Nevertheless, an inspection should be carried out if in any doubt, particularly if
the tree in question is close to a highwciy or other bigh~risk target. The passing
commenl of Finnemore J. in Lambourn v London Brick Co, 18 tha.t "it was neither
the duty nor the practice of an ordinary prudent landowner to make a meticulous
examination of individual trees" may be correct as to the normal practice of
typical landowners; but it is very doubtful as a statement of the duty in law of the
hypothetical "prudent and reasonable landowner". The comment may have arisen
from that which immediately followed, to the effect that ''there was nothing at all
to indicate that the trees were dangerous. They appeared to be sound, of good
quality and of comparatively young growth".
The need to carry out a proper inspection is highlighted by the fact that there
have been a number of cases in which the courts have decided that the defect that
led to the failure of the tree in question would have been discoverable on a proper
inspection. In Brown v Harrison, 19 the Court of Appeal upheld a decision that a
landowner was responsible for the fall of a tree since it was partly dead; the judge
at first instance had decided that the evidence showed that the tree was so old that
it had become a danger and that that danger should have been apparent to its
OY.'Ilers. Proper inspection would also have revealed a hole in the elm tree in Kem
v Marquis of Brisro/, 20 the decay in the branch of the chestnut which feU onto the
road in Lane v Tredegllr Estate Trustees, 21 the decay causing die-back and
thinness of foliage that caused a large section of a beech tree to fall across a road
in Quinn v Scott, 2 z and the decay that caused an elm to shed a: branch onto a
parked car in Thomas v Miller. 23
Useful advice on the inspection of highwa,r. trees is glven in the Department of
the Environment Circulars s2ns and 90/73.-4

15
16

See 5.5.1.
[1926] 2 K.B. 332 at p. 339.

17 )1945) J All E.R. 451} at p. 464H.

IB (1950) E.G., July 28, 1950.
19
(1947) E.G., June 28, 1947, CA.
10 (1940), unreported, noted in the QuQrterly Journal of Fmrstr}', Janwu:v 1947; see 5,3.2.
ll {1954) E.G., November 27, 1954.

32 jl964] I W.L.R. 1004.

~l (1970), unreported, no~ in the Western Morning /V~m-s, February 3. 1970.
~ And :sec Clupkr 6.
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5.7.4 The nature of an inspection
Of course, it is no good having a tree inspetted if the inspection is inadequate or

incompetent. But what is '"adequate" in this context? Where a Council was aware
that land in its ownership was unstable, through no fault of its own, it was held to
be liable only to take care to avoid hann that it ought to have seen without further
geological investigation. 25 The same would seem to apply to liability for defective
trees. A landowner is thus liable for harm caused by a defect in his land that is
patent and not merely latent. It is no an.'iwer for him to say that be had not
observed the defect if a responsible servant had seen it, or should have seen it
The first consideration, therefore, is to make sure that any investigation is
indeed carried out properly. So, for example., it is not enough to rely solely on the
advice or a forester who has been in practice for 53 years. who makes no detailed
examination of a tree, but who pas."es under it two or three times a week on his
bicycle- as was the case in La11e v Tredegar F.stall' Trustees, 26 where the forester
unfortunately failed 10 spot the decay that caused a branch oft he roadside horse·
chestnut tree to faJJ. As the judge put it:
"I think that the conditian of those two branches, \\-ith their degree of decay, ought to have:
put the defendants on inquiry. I do not suggest for one moment that they would be called
upon to make a branch tn braneh examination of that tree; but 1 do think thatl when one
has a tree with heavy branches like that overhanging a highway, if one finds evidence which
ought to ~ake one suspicious, then one ought to make a branch to branch examination of
those branches which overhang a highway."
In that case. the decay in the branch that actually felt would probably only have
been visible from above. on inspection by climbing a ladder. But the same decay
also affected a neighbouring branch, in such a wny ns to be visible (rom the
ground; and that should h\IVC put the owner on notice to get a proper

examination.
The first key question facing the owner of trees is whether, and if so how often,
to call in an expert. After all. in practice most owners of trees. rightly or wrongly.
decide themselves whether works should be done, and merely engage the services
of an "expert" to carry them out. Thili was considered by the House of Lords in
Caminer. Lord Reid phrased the question thus:
..Would a reasorwble and careful owner, without expert knowledge but accustomed to
dealing with his trees and having a countryman's generul knowledge about them, think it
nece55ary to call in an expert to advise him or would he think it sufficient to act at least in
the first instance on his own knowledge and judgment?''27

Fifty years later, it is not perhaps immediately obvious what would have been the
extent of ''a countryman's general knowledge of trees" at lhe time of the Second
World War.
But an owner who is not con'fident as to his or her own expertise should, if in
any doubt, find someone at least a bit more knowledgeable (and, just as
important, experienced), for advir::e - partly as to whether to oblltin an opinion
from a genuine expert. Lord Reid again:
~
lll
11

Holbet:k HDll Hotel Ltd v St:tuborough BC [2000) E.G.C.S. 29. CA.
{1954) E.G., November 27, 1954.

Caminu{l9Sl) A.C. 88, H.L., at p. 108.

.I

1

I
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I

"I think the question is whether a person with gencml knowledge nnd experience of trees
would or should have advised the respondents that this elm tree, notwilhstnndins its
normaJ healthy appearance, ought to be lopped or at least that there was such doubt tbat
expert advice should be sought if it was desired to keep the tree untouched."

a'
a

Note the reference to the need for expert advice. particularly if the intention of the
owner is to do nothlng- after all. if something is to be done, the person doing the
work wiJI at least probably give some advice.
The Court of Appeal had summarised the proper approach as being that of .. a ·
reasonable landowner" or "a reasonably careful man••. 27 a By the time the case
reaches the House of Lords, Lord Normand misquoted this as "a reasonable and
prudent Jandowoer·•. However, he continued:

..~
i

~

"The test of the conduct to be expected from a reasonable and )?rudcnt landlord sounds
more simple than it really is, Fnr it postulates some degree of knowledge on the part of
landlords which must necessarily fall short of the knowledge possessed by scientific
arboriculturists but which must surely be greater tban the ordinary urban observer of trees
or even of the couotryman not practically concerned with tbdr care.•>%11
Clearly not all countrymen, even then, had a general knowledge of trees.
Lord Radcliffe. in the same case, propounded a slightly different test:

"The accepted test that liability only begins when there is apparent in the tree a sign of
danger ... does end by making the standard of the expert the test of liability. Anyone can
own a tree: there is no qualifying examination; but to how many people in this country can
be LTL-dited as much general knowledge as wiU warn them that a tree's top is unusually large
or that it is in fact diseased, dangerously or Qtherwise?"29

On reHection. this seems to be the most logical, although the most onerous, testlitigation of this kind will almost always occur following an "accident" of some
kind; and the tree owner must be confident that he or she will then be able to
justify fully the works that were done (or not done). The only way to be certain is
to employ the services of an expert: if the expert turns out to be incompetent.
anyone affected can sue him or her for negligence, but at least the owner is
covered.
And even an expert must be looking for the right things. In Quinn v Scoll, 30 the
beech tree in question wus owned by the National Trust, who employed a land
agent, a forester and seven woodmen. The tree was the subject of a limited
inspection; hut unfortunately no one looked up and noticed the thinness and dieback of the foliage, which would have caused a reasonable landowner to have the

tree cut down at once.

31

In a relatively recent case. Chapman 11 Barking and Dage11ham LBC. there was
a dispute between the two expert witnesses as to the level of the inspection

required. The expert appearing for the Council (the owner of the tree) had stated
that there were no abnonnal features justifying such inspection; the tree was not
any more of a risk than thousands of other trees. But the judge accepted the view
lla [1949] K.D. 64, CA, ~r Tucker L.J. ut p. 70 und Singleton LJ. al Jl· 76-.
[1951]A.C. 88, H.L.,at pp. 99-100. There£en:nces to "laodlords"ahould presumably have been lo
"IIUldowncrs".
29
At p. Ill.
)II (196411 W.LR. 1004.
~~ [1997) 2 EGLR 141, upheld InCA (1998) unreported.
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POSSIBLE REMEDIAL MEASURES

that the tree wou1d have exhibited features that would have wanunted a climbing

If a tree constitutes a hazard, that will usually be in the context of a particular
•'target". That is, it will be above or next to a road, building, picnic area or
whatever. The tree may have grown in that location for many decades, and may
have many more ahead; to replace it with a new sapling, either in the same
location or elsewhere, will be normally be no kind of substitute.
The first possible remedy, therefore, since it will be impossible to move the tree,
may be to move the target.
This will obviously not often be possible, but should be considered in tbe case
of, for example, a greenhouse, a path, or a seating area that might be hit by a tree
if it were to fall. Or, in the case of a veteran tree standing in open parkland, it may
be possible to allow the grass underneath it to be left alone, tha~; making the
immediate vicinity of the tree less suitable for picnic..-s.
And in some cases it may be possible to prevent (or limit) access to the target
zone, through the use of suitable fencing- either a simple rope harrier or a secure
fence, depending on the circumstances. This may need to be supplemented with an
appropriate notice (see below) .

inspection; and considered that it was unneces.'lnry, as well as impossible. for him
to decide whether. and if so how many, other trees in the road would also have
deserved such attention. This would seem to place a high duty on those with trees
in high~risk locations.
A.<i to what should be covered in any specialist inspection, appropriate technical
literature should be consulted. See, in particular, the three manuals published by
the Department of the Environment and the Forestry Commission in the series
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Research fnr Ame11ity Trees:
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The Body Lan~age of Trees: a Jla11dbook of Failure Analysis, by C
Mattheck and H Breloe~ 3 ; and

•

Priru.:iples of Tree Hazard Assessment and Managemem, by D Lonsdale.

32

:

34

means unanimous as to the causes of particular types of failure, nor as to the
results of particular types of remedial works. Technical evidence should be written
and read accordingly, and tenns such as "undoubtedly" and .. inevitably" viewed
with caution.
A tree owner may thus obtain a report by an appropriately qualified and
experienced expert staling that inspection indicates that no works need to be
carried out to a tree. If the tree in fact falls shortly afterwards, another expert may
appear on behalf of the victim stating that he now considers, not least with the
benefit of hindsight, that it must have been clear at the time of the owner's
inspection that the tree should have been felled. That does not mean that the
owner was negligent, since all that a prudent and reasonable landowner can be
expected to do is to obtain an expert opinion - not a range of opinions. 35 It may,
of course, suggest that the original expert can now be shown to have been
negligent, but that is a different issue.36
Further, professional knowledge is constantly improving, so that when reading
older decisions of the courts. it should be borne in mind that the professional
evidence on which the analysis of the court was based may now be discredited in ·
detail -it is the underlying principles that must be discovered, not (necessari1y)
the practical outworking of those principles.
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Diagnosis of IJI~Health in Trees. by R G Strouts and T G Winter
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In all cases, however, it should be borne in mind that professional opinion is by no
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S.8 Possible remedial measures

•::;

5.8.1 Removing the target

0

Having considered the risk posed by a tree and, if appropriate, had the tree
inspected, the next step for the owner is to consider what (if any) remedial action
is required.
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32 HMSO, Londtm, second cdn, 2000 TSO.
3l HMSO, London, tint edn. 1995,

~

The Stationery Office, London, second tdn, 200 I.
.u CamJMr (1951] A.C. 88, per Lord Oalucy at p. I~ and sec Quf1m
Joncs J. al p. 1009C•
:16

Sce&2.1.

11

Smrt (1%411004 per Glyn-

5.8 .2 Warnilzg of da11ger
Another simple (and cheap) way in which to lessen danger is to give warning ofit
It is accordingly provided in the: Occupiers' Liability Act 1957 that the oocupier
may be uble to rely on the fact that he or she had warned visitors of potenriat
dangers to escape liability, but onJy where ..in all the circumstances (the warning)
was enough to enable the visitor to be reasonably safe".37
This is not unreasonable: the existence of a warning notice (..Beware: poisonous
berries"; or ·'Warning: these are old trees. and may occasionally shed branches"),
or an oral warning on a specific occasion, may be sufficient to enable a visitor to
take appropriate avoiding· action. Apart from anything else, it may enable the
occupier to justify a defence on the basis that the visitor, after receiving tlu::
warninf, had voluntarily assumed the risk, so that the occupier was no longer
liable. 3
But the fact that a warning has been given is not necessarily sufficient for the
occupier to discharge his or her duty or care; someone who keeps a tiger in his
garden needs to do more than put up a notice pointing out the dan@l'. Thus no
warning was given of the poisonous berries in Glasgow v TayJor9 ; but it is
arguable that a warning notice would have made no difference. There is similarly
no point in erecting a sign to point out that a tree overhanging a path is
dangerous, if no a1ternative route is provided.
On the other hand, a warning may not alwa~ be necessary, if the danger is self·
evident; a Council in Derbyshire was thus not required to put up a sign warning
people not to fall off a clilfW; and, perhaps more relevantly, another Council was
be1d not liable for failing to warn ~ople about the danger of slipping on a1gae at
the Cobb ;tt Lyme Regis in Dorset.41 It is thus presumably not necessary to warn
people that holly has sharp leaves, or to highlight the danger of slipping on
autumn leaves or fallen fruit; but wbether the dangers of climbing on or walking
" 1957 Act, s. 1{4)(a).
11
1957 Act, '· 2{5): sec above.
19 [1922) A.C. 44, H.L
4

° Cotton ~ Dcrby.shl~ Do/t!.s DC, Tlrt Tinlt!a, June 20, 1994
41
Stapln

11

Well Dur1et DC, The Timn (l99S) 93 L.G.R. 536,
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AN Jfl,;'rROUl..C'l'J0:-1 TO Til~ DIAGNO.'I1S OF Il.J.-HF..o\l:JH IN TREES

n~

Dark u.nd C'.ambium ofStem, Branches and Twip.

~

(i) Examine the bark proximal til (i.e. below) the wilteU ar dead parts: it may be

mililling., nJughcncd, sunken, swollcn ur cankered. If so, note any exucbtions or
urhcr ilSII(Idated features. Dead b3rk that hllN lifted away fn1m the '"~11.111
bellcath will yield nnd liiJUnd lu1llnw if tapped with a mallet,
If the: hark 3pJM=U'S robe nornial:

~
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(ii) Starting j11.~1 proximal to the affected part, gamily priKC up or cut uut srmdl
pii:Cell of uu=- hark to chctk the condition afl.be inner bark. Check tht: elif(.'Tlf
and conflSururicm uf any dead hark ~md of any ~tain in the underlying cam hi~
urn; check for dt:c:ay 1U1d Ntain in the wood; note any a.~uciattd features.
If nnly healthy bad is found:
·
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~
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(iii) Repeat the prot1:55 at short imcrvals up and down the member, starting in the
vicinity of the mffi:L-tc:d part. Tfnill only h~':llthr bl!rk is found, proco.:d :l!i in
the next parngnph.
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Wa.ter-cnndu"'ting Wood
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0

0
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Hcfrir:ming ;at th~ di~;ml enc.l of the RffQ.'tcd bmnch and wurlcing hack towards the
tl'W lftC!ll, cut intu the wond at intcr\"lll<; uf li or 12 inch~:~~ and Cll:amine it for 11tairul
uf the kind dcm:rih!!d under Vcrri4illivm wilt ~1r Dutch dm disease (p.241 lllld
p.IIJ). The sfl'lin which i~ d111nu.'TC!'istic of such VW!Cullll' wilt discasl:s may be

•!<
.....
~=

1111ly ar th~ n.:ry brule: of wilted hranchc!, or even unly in the stem. If pcrmiuible, liuch cxaminarions an: b..:z.t utrricd out
cutting the bram:h back pR:ct:
by piece with ~~CC~~teun.; nr saw. The t:Ut ends often need trimming with a t:lc:an,
sharp knife before cx;tmination. Ou::ck the cambial area by paring the bark away.
Jln=!Cilf

~;;::

:::!·

~~

~

bf

Foliage

§

t:xarninc shouts, buds (cut thn111gh StJme), stipules, peti11laand both sidci ofleaves

~

for discol11urcd or necn1tie
w;soci:ttcd fcatul'l!!l.

~
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an:a~~;

nnte their ehard.Cter and distribution and any

SHORTCf.,"J'S TO ADUGNOSlS
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F.arly on in the Dillgnu.'!tic Fluw Chart on p.l7, tht! invesri!,.'lltor's an~,:ntion is
dl'll.wn to a lib't of problems ehantctt:ri~tie uf certain tree species (fable IV, p.18);
many stl:ps in the diagnustic prot:C!I~ can ~nml:timcs he circumvcmed by cc1mparing
the 11ymptums Clfhihin:d with the sympt.mJlll de:n:ribcd in Section J for these cbarllt.'ldistie prnhlcm~£. Such shun cura must be u~~~:d t.in::umspcx.'tly as it i'i c:a~y to
jump t.n wmng l:unclu~iuns if due consideratinn io; nut giv1.'tl to aU the drcumlltana:s uflht: case.
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IF 'l'Jlli lNV&!IIJGATION FA U.S

.~I... .

llu nut be ~urpriscd if, aftt.T all yc1ur cllOrts, ynu Cllnnm explain the damage.
Failure may he ~se inh'Uffidcnt information i'i available (ufh:n an investigation
begins so long lifter the initial damnge that the cause and evldl!nce fi1r it has \'M-

•

9 •

=•
~

s."'

ished); or lr may he due wlhe inve~'tigatnr's im:xpcriencc or ktck uf knnwk:dge; or
the dil;urdcr may not be dcsL'Iihcd in !he bnuk~ tu hand; or, rarely, the pwhlem m11.y

JJIAGI\'OSTS OFILI.-IU:.AI.TH I:"'I'RJ!J:..~

tx.AMISL'iG THE SEA'I' 01'' DMUGE
(sec also p.269, Inspecting Trees for Sip ufDec:ay)

way 511 failun: tn find dead, dying ur decayed roots doe:; not rule out the p~
hility rhatthl:'y nrc prc~cnt hue ina~ihle.
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Once the pmhablc scat of dam;agc has bt:t:n deduced from symptnmll, that part nf
the tr1:e mu~t he examint:d for dead, dying, missing, diSL·oluured ur deformed tissue!!, If theMe are fuund, (confttming that thix is irulet:c.lthe prob.1blc scat of damage), their c.:barncter and distribution should he noted, and note made ulso of any
RSI!IIcinted features (set: Tahlt: II, 3 The Problem, (p.IJ)). rf you lll"e unsure what
healthy ti:!9ue :~hould look like, enmim: an evidently healthy part uf the same tree
or a healthy tree of the srunc species.
Roots and Root Cullar

Roots an: the most diflk-ult pan of the tree to cxnminc and !'U an: nltt:n ignored or
¢.vcn r.:ursory attention. Ilowcvcr, a r.-ystcmarie examination with a minimum of
dib<ging often proves fruitful IUid, in nll Cl1Se5 where ~ympl.lllnli lldmit of a root
problem, shuuld be undert.a~n.
(i) Start by emmining the stem at soil level closely fill' fungal fruit bodies. These

may be small nod inconspicuuufl or very close: w the ground aruii.'UIIwaled by
vegetll.tinnj the presence of a known pathogenic 11pecies \\ill udd much weight
to or mny suffic.:e tn confirm a tentll.tivc di11.gnosi11 of root UiRense.
(ii) EspcciaUy if no fruit bodies arc found, cnminc the stem base again f'ur dead
bark, starring It any cxudan: or betWCCD root buttresses (where dead bark
extending up from roots uftt:n first appcan~). It it; \""t:J'Y often impossible tu dbtinguish dead fmm live harlr from a 5Upcrfidal t.~mination; th(.'TdiJn:, nt n:gular intervals 11.t0und the tree, prise up ~It' cut out with a chi,ellll' knife small
pica:s of outer bark to check the condition of the Inner bark. adjaa.'Ot to the
\\1MJd (un thin-barked trees. tiny cuts may suffice).
(iii) If dead bark. iH fimnd, cut further to c.:hcck for fuogal myceliunt in and under
the bark or in the wood; check the wtllld fi:Jr decay; aHcertnin the e1tent and
cunfigurntion of lhe delld hark.
If nn dctd hllrk is fi1und:

(iv) Examine the Ntem bat;t; 11!,.'11in, thiro 1ime 11 few inchc11 helow ~rnmml level;
include the major viorihle runt~ in the examinati1m.
lfstill nu dt:ad hark iH ruund:
(v) Attempt to examine clecpcr runlli. Sdecl four puintJ; equall,Y NJ111L'Cd aruund the
stem nnd a few feet from it. Dig a nurow hole as deep as practicable at 1:ach
place, wurking between any sizc::J.bk roots 11nd ehcckin!l' the condition af all
ttmt.~ encountered. ~otc also fcatur<:G of the 110il's texture. odour ar colour
which might indicate an inhospitable rooting cm'ironmcnt, such as a raised ~roil
level, chemical ccmtamin;~.tiuo or waterlogging.
If nn cwplana.rion for the dlUI1age h:as been fuund by now but a runt. prt1ldem still
wurth pursuing:
(vi) Further digging may be rt:l'l.'lling. Stl'lrt against the Ntem, hetv.'l:Cn nmt buttt'CISC!I. A stout trnwel i~; UHually the mnst tmtilifllL·tory implemmt fi1r this purpn~c. Then repeat step (v) but a little further away limn the ~t~'Jn.
How mw:h mnre digging can be done depends on the soil type and condition,
the number nnd type uf nmtJ; and 110 the time and puicna: available. At ht:I.L
only a tiny pMJHII'tiun nfthe root li}'fitl.'tll ofillarge trcct:iln be cllnmincd in this

li~ll to be
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PROCEDURE FOR MECH!INICAL TREr:: ASSESSMENT
USING THE VTA METHOD

The cvaluntion procedure is prcscnrcd as a flcm dlart in Fig-. i+ and also
a ficJd guide in Chapter 14.1 where it lflrms a recipe that includes all the
\'TA diagrams needed fOr defect cnlluation. The fUndamental Jin>t step
is the visual :1sscssmcnt, which inmlvcs nor only mcch:mical criteria, hut
also (1 judgement of the tree's biolugic:li stare of health. takin!! imo
account fCaturc.<> such us foliation. h:trk cnndition and the prcsen<.:c of
any fungal fi·uit bodil!S. While the tree is being evaluated li1r soundness,
it is particularly important to look out for possible symptoms of
mcchanic·.d deiCers, that i!i those srructurnl repairs that have been
described in c-.nlicr examples.
If a rcpanttivc symptom is found, the only assumption that can he
made in the first instance is that the trct.' h:ts a dcfCct· which it is
attt:mpting to comncr by means of adaptive growth. On 11o aummt must
t'<.'tTJ' lra btaring .~J·mptom.~ In· immn/i{ltely ji:ltt"d! In the human .splwre
this would mcom dispensing \\·ith all mcdicnl tTc;amcm and the
immcdi:nc liquid:aion not only uf all who arc ill. bur also of all thnsl'
who arc J'ct.:OYtring. Borh arc incom.:t•ivahll'.
:Htcr identifying- a symptum dsually, - whit:h the practised ddCct
hunter can in fact uo.::tsionally do even from a mm·in);! c;u· - the ildCc!
can now he cv1du-.ucd in detail with more relined methods ~w:b tl.'i
"ounding with or without clcctmnic aids. In a simple hmumcr lest.
decayed areas s.nund dull, while undamaged areas snund hriglm•r. Crad;~;
nr zont.~s of kinkt·d fibres can hardy he dctccrt!d acuustit:;tl\y.
11: lilr example. :1 tlct.-:ly c:tvity has hccn located hy J'ccnr;nisin;;;
symptoms :tnd/m sounding: tnc!huds, it i.'i now ncn:ssary to dcH·rmirw
the thickness nf the n:siduallnud·-hcaring wall's crns~-sct:tion. :\11 initi;,]
indictrion uf thi:. can he obtained with minimal injur~ In the tn:c hy
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a narrow drill hit, or with rhc

'Rt:<istop,raph', which proridt•s infurmalinn about 1hc mcch:mic:d
properties of 1he wood on:r the stem LToss-SCl'li(lll. If the resuhs
indicate rhar thl' thh.:kncs!> nf' the ctl~·t·riw wall is dnse to the miniltlum
\";tlut, it hccomcs nco:ssary tn take increment con::; su !'hat rhc wnod
strength nn:r rlw crnss·sccrion can he directly meolsUrt.•tl \dth dw
'Fractnmt'lcr·. :-\hhou!!h the cuHin~ of increment con:s mi~-tht im:n.·.t.'il'
the tisk of rhc extension of Jct:ay, it i'i munllly justified in such cast."s,
and is indeed c.sscnlial tu provide inliH·m~llinn which mny hdp to avoid
the unncec'isary !CIIin~ of' the rrcc. To tht.· lwsl nf the awhurs'
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between the !m.ttresses or on the surface of exposed dead wood. Before the
fruit bodies fom:l. BlleJlual fruiting structures, consisting of flat. very
thin disc-like structures. up to S em in diameter, can be found, often together
with fruit bodieR that have matured previously. These are at fimt bloish-grey
with a whitish inar:gin, and later become yellowish-grey and powdery. The
mature fruit bodies call persist for sev-eral years.
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•Decay
This fungus can cause a wbite-rot in the more adVUilced stages of decay, hut
recent resean::h has shown that it can persists in a soft-rot mode within much of
the decayed zone. By preferentially destroying cellulose, while failing to
degrade lhe most heavily lignified parts oftlle wood cell wa!Js until a very late
stage, U. deusta induces a brittle ceramic-like fracrurc [146].1bis can occur in
main stems and root systems, since the fungus is exceptional amongst
ascomycetes in being able to grow in the central wood of very large trees.
Fracture often OCCW1I before an advanced white-rot bas ~~veloped. so tbaJ. lhe
fracture surface can be quite hard. The decayed areas have a pale slraw or
greyish colour, and usually COTitain irregular fine, blo.ck 'zone lines'. All with
other fungi that fonn 'zone lines', the lines are really sheets. in three
dimensions, and these sheets can be found lining the cavities which fomt in
very advanced regions of decay. A wider irregular reaction 7.one, unlike the
fine internal zone-lines, often marks the boundary between the decayed and
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sound wood.
The seat of the decny within the tree is usually at the stem base, where in
some cases the fungus appears to have entered through a wound. fn such cases,
it can extend 4 m or more up the 1o1em, as well as into the roots. It can alc;o
enter via the roots, eventually causing windthrow.
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This iR a particularly dangcroll8 decay fungus, partly because its fruit bodies
are often overlooked, also because of it~ very common occurrence and wide
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hoot range, and finally because of the type of decay tbat it causes. The brittle
fracture &.">SOciated with this decay often occurs with no warning of incipient
failure. nnd without the compensatory lhickening of the stem thai can occur
with fungi which cause selective delignification (e.g. GantJdeTmlJ ~pp.).
Except i.o very advanced cases, this decay cannot be detected with a
stress-wave timer and may also escape detection by certain kinds of
mechanical probe [153].
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Chapter 5 Tree inspection procedures and
reporting
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S.l A strategy for assessing hazards and· risks
Site occupiers or managers need to be aware of lheir legal liability for damage
or personal injury caused by trees under their control ThC risk of such damage
or injury occuning as a result of tree failure is dependent on the nature and
intensity of site usage. To take an obvious example, a tree failure nex;t to a
busy highway is much more likely to cause i.zUwy than a similar event in a
woodland. far away from any roads or paths [e.g. 183, 186).1t is necessary to
try to quantify the risk by considering the factors which relate to the potenlial
severity ofhann and tlu:: probability ofil!i occurrence, as outlined in Chapter I.
(For convenience, people and property at risk are called 'targets' although,

strictly speaking, a target is something at which deliberate aim is taken.)
The damage caused to a target in the event of failure in a 1ree can be total or
partial, depending both on the nature or lbc target and lhc size liRd height of
the rree or part or tree concerned. On this basit~. the potential severity ofhann
can be predicted within broad categories and must be considered when the
overall hazard potential of the tree is assessed. Small twigs are veeyunlikelyto
cause harm, whereas an entire tree or a large branch could maim or kill a
person or crush a car. Nevertheless, a larger target such as a bouse would
probably sustain only partial damage even from a major impacL Indeed. if a
tree raiiR on to a house it is quite likely to penetrate lhe roof while causing little
if any damage to the walls. The example shown in Plate 126 represents un
UJIUsually severe impact.

The probability that a target will be struck as a result of mechanical failme
can range from almost nil to very high, depending on the lengtb of time that
the target is present within falling range. Station81)' rargets, such as buildings
or parked vehicleR, are genernlly more likely to be struck than moving ones.
unless the, density of traffic is very grcal. The quantification of risk is still a
matter of some debate, and it is necessary to keep abreast of current thinking.
Recent contribulions to the debase have been made by Helliwell [71, 72]
and Ellison f49}.
Unless the risk to targets is negligible, there is a need •o identify any tree
defects or site ccnditions that could contribute to major failures. This means
that ~ must. be inspctted regularly by pen~ons who are competent in dte
reco~nition and evalu®pn of ~s and can i~n_lify trees that require
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specialised

a&sc:iSIDCilt,

per'haps using diagnostic devices. The frequency of

the inspections is a matter for local decision, according to the t:baracteristics of
the tree population and its surroundings. The size, age, past rrcutment and
specicN of the trees can all affect the time interval over which serious hazards
are likely to develop. A high density of people or other 'h:igb-vulue targets' on
a site may also be a factor in deciding to cany out relatively frequent
inspections. When there are large old

tree:;

nn such a site, it is Ub"Ually

considered advisable to inspect them annuaUy and a:~ soon as possible after
very severe storms [97].
Some defects can be evaluated on the ha5lh; of a visual inspection, whereas
others sometimes need more dctni led assessment A reasonable principle is
that trees do not generally need to be subjected to detailed asse.\.c;ment unless
they are found to require it during the course of visual inspection. Provision
for identifying such trees should be stated within the written tenns of the
viRUal inr;pection (sec Section 5.4). Anmher principle which is worth adopting
is that a proper assessment of trees and of any associated risks is the correct
basis for deciding whether to cany out remedial action. Such action should not; ·
be canied out as a substitute foe proper asses.c;ment.
It should be nolt:d lh.a1 all the procedures and techniques outlined in this
chapter ure relevant not only to risk assessment but also to investigalions
following injury or damage caused by tree fallon:. In such cases, addilionaJ
infonnation for example, evidence of the cause of any fracture of the woodis lilrely also robe needed. All parts of the tree and surrounding objet.1s which
might provide relevant evidence should be retained until they can be recorded
or prcscrvec.l for future examination, even when a fa]len tree has to be cleared
away from a highway.
Evidence recorded •after the event' can also be extremely uRcful in building
up a library of infonnation aboul 1hc causcH of Failure in trees. Such
infonnation has often been lost or poorly recorded in the past, and there h; u
need for a systematic approach. Such an approach was adopted in 1987 in
California under the California Tree Failure Report Program. and could
provide a model for similar schemes elsewhere.
4
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5.1.1

Vtswd inspection

Most types of ha:zard can he detected by regular inspection of the tree
populotiun for extemul sign:; of decuy, physical damage. growth related
defects and adverse site conditions. This upproach provides n mainsmy for
hazard management, as it has proven to be a CO!it-effective means of placing
trees into categories forfunher action. Thn:c main categories can be recognised:
(a) trees that CIUTently appear to preSCllt no significant hazard. (b) trees showing
immediately diagnOKIIblc hazanJs which may require remedia1 action and (c)
trees wilh suspected defects which require more detailed assessment.
General inspections for visual signs ofhll1.anl can be carried out by persons
with a general grounding in arboriculture and basic training in hazard
4

recognition. Tree!! tlwt lhcy idenlify as requiring more detai1ed invemigation
may requile the services of a specialist practitioner. In some cases, however, it
is not appropriate to distinguish betwe"en general .inspection and detaiJed
assessment as separate operations. For example, a specinlist practitioner is
sometirool called in to look at a specific defect that is suspected by a sile
owner, and wbich requires investigation to whatever degree of detail may be
appropriate. Equally, the owner or manager might decide to delegmc aU
aspects of a hazard evaluation 10 the practitioner, rather than to conduct a
general inspection beforehand.
Some defects. especially certain forms of decay, do not give rise to external
signs and therefore tend to escape detection in a purely visual survey. Basal
cavitic.'i sometimes escape attention ror this reason, and also because of
materials piled around the foot of the tree but Utey can sometimes be detected
by means of a soWlding mallet during the primaJy visual inspection. This
might be advisable in ca.~s where such cavities have previously been found
within a tree populutioo. Jf lhcrc is no such rea.wn for suspecting a hiddt."D
defect to occur within a particular part of the tree, there is no reasonable lro1sis
for carrying out a detailed internal assessment. Although in theory, an
un!iuspccted defect might be detectable by the use of specialised diagnostic
devices, this would be impracticable in the absence of some cxtcmal sign lO
indicutethe place which shoold be probed. Also, internal examination without
good reason is undesirable, as it uyually causes injury to the tree and is
unreasonably time-consuming and costly.
Allhough most types of hazard can in theory be detected through visual
inspection from the ground, reasonable care should be taken to eJC.umine parts.
of the bee that may be hard to see due to their height or to obscuring features
such as a covering uf ivy. Despite the possibility of overlooking defects that
cannot he seen from the ground, it is usually considered sufficient lO cxaminc
high parts of the tree with binoculars, ra:Jher 10 inspect them by climbing or
from a hoist. Such measures can generally be justified only if defects requiring
close examination are ftrst ubserved from the ground .
Signs of defect nru distinguishable only with reference to lhe nonnal
appearaoce of the types of tree concerned, and mistakes muy be made .by
persons who ure unfamiliar with tho~ trees. For example, some species such
as Oougla.<<~ fir (PJeudotsuga menz[esii) develop thick plates of bark. in maturity
which could be mistaken for !iigns of bark loosening due to lhc defonnalion or
the litem. Also. a particular type of defect may be of much less consequence in
some species than in others, and it ls therefore valuable to be aware of all
available information on the 'tntck record' of failure for the type of tree
conccmed, including any experience which is relevant to locul climate or soil
conditions.
Unfortunately, infonnation on the incidenc:e of different modes of failorc
among various types of tree has not been well documented, and has not yet
been shared widely enough. Ali a pre1imiruuy step towards remedying this
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5 INSPECTION AND REPOIUING

TREE HAZARD ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT

By adding these scores, an ovcrull huzard mling is cnlculated for each tree. Jn
effect, thiN mting includCH both the hu..ard presented by the tree and the degree
of risk, represented by the probability of damage tu one or more "targets•, A
computer-based ven;ion of· this system (Tree Risk Assessmeru nnd
Management Sysaem) has been developed and iK currently being evaluated in
Brllain. Also, a modification of Ibis approach, for more accurnte assessments
under British conditions and incorporating a 'ready rccknner' for on-!lite
calculali.on, has been proposed by Ellison (in pres.~ sec Appendix 3).

siblation, Appendix 2 of this .book contains a1mmmary of experie11ccs that a
snwll Rample of arboriculturim have gained with a range of tree genera.

Detailed assessments

it may identify some trees wilh suspected defects whicb can be properly
evaluated only by means of a more detailed asse.<>sment Such asses.<~ments
usually involve the use of diagnostic tools and need to be done by person11 who
have special knowledge and experience. Tb~ specialist ast~essor needs to be
. familiar not only with aJI the external signs of defect, but ulso to have 8Dme
unde~tanding of the underlying biology and biomechanics. Another important
requirement is adequate professional indemoity Insurance.
A detailed assessment is a foeused and stepWise procedure which help.~ to
avoid the use of lengdly or invasive tests unless they are nccesliary. A~ in the
primary visual inspection, the assessor may occasionally need to climb the uee
or to use a hoist; the latter may he needed if cumbersome devices have to be
used. Also a.s in the primary inspection, a checklist of possible defects and of
other factom contributing to potential hazards helps to ensure that nod:ting of
importonce will be missed. Such a list can be incorporated into a recording
fonn of the type designed by Matheny and Clark [101 ], .and reproduced here in
Appendix 3. Such a form could be adapted for use on a portable dBtu-Jogger
for computer input. The completed form can help to demonsuare ~:~ubsequently
that tbc U!:ISessment ha.t; been carried out systematically, but is not a substitute
for more detailed notes thai: may be needed for the recording of specific defC(..1s.
The overall stepwise approach to hazard tree assessment is shown in Fig.
5.1 and the specific procedure fur detecting and mapping decay il:i shown as a
more detailed flow-chart in Fig. 5.2.
5.1.3

STAGES IN THE PROCEDURE

the severity of each defect (incorporating site factors such as wind

exposure)
the size of the part of the uec thut might fail due to the defect
the nature and iniCnl!.ity of site occupancy by persons or property.

INFORMATION USED
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Systems for qU8111il)bJg hazanlaod risk

The selling of Blboricultuml management priorities can be simplified by using
a numerical system to help quantify hazards and the associated risks to persons
and property. Quantified risk asses.c;ment is a valuable approach, but the use of
nwnerical scon::s should not be allowed to lend un exaggerated air of
objectivity to a procedure that is inheretltly subjective in many respects. The
a.'\scssment fonn mentic.med above rtOI] makes provision for assigning scores
to lhe following fw.:ton;:
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